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From The Desk of The Editor  
Welcome to THE MOVEMENT!   As we enter the Spring season of 2016, two of our well-renowned political prisoners and elder-teachers in the United States  -  Mumia Abu-Jamal and Russell “Maroon” Shoatz  -  stand to make legal precedent in the U.S. District Courts of Pennsylvania with their constitutional challenges of the Pennsylvania Department of Corrections’ (PDOC) denial of Hepatitis C (Hep-C) cure treatment and of long-term solitary confinement, respectively.   In the case of ABU-JAMAL vs KERESTES, the PDOC has denied lifesaving Hep-C cure treatment to Mumia Abu-Jamal after near death and renal failure, in violation of the U.S. Constitutions’ Eighth Amendment right to not be sub-jected to cruel and unusual punishment.  Mumia’s attor-ney, Bret Grote, of the Abolitionist Law Center (A.L.C.) and Robert Boyle, with the assistance of attorneys Ashley Henderson and Nikki Grant of the Amistad Law Project (A.L.P.), sought a preliminary injunction against the PDOC to provide the Hep-C cure treatment to Mumia Abu-Jamal, and a decision is expected in April. We’re confident that we will win the preliminary injunction. This historic lawsuit can pave the way for approximately 10,000 Hep-C infected prisoners across the U.S. to receive the Hep-C cure as treatment.   To view the outstanding preliminary injunction hearing transcript of ABU-JAMAL vs KERESTES held in December 2015, I encourage you to read them at: bit.ly/majtranscript.  In this transcript you can wit-ness for yourself how the diabolical PDOC officials are intentionally allowing thousands of prisoners to die horrible deaths from the Hep-C disease simply to avoid the cost of treatment [and] how the PDOC’s attor-ney was caught falsifying documentary evidence in the matter to hide the truth. These demons must be fought with every thing we’ve got. So contribute to Mumia’s legal fund at: bit.ly/curehimnow.   In the case of SHOATZ vs WETZEL, the PDOC held Russell “Maroon” Shoatz in solitary confinement since 1983 (for 30 years!), in violation of the U.S. Constitution’s Eighth Amendment righto not be subject-ed to cruel and unusual punishment. On February 20, 2014 Maroon was released to the general prison population at SCI-Graterford, only after an international campaign led by his family and supporters and 10-months after his attorney Bret Grote of the A.L.C. filed a civil action suit in SHOATZ vs WETZEL.   On February 12, 2016 the U.S. District Court issued a decision denying both parties’ motions for Sum-mary Judgment and ordered a trial in Maroon’s case. The civil suit challenges the 30 years that Maroon spent in conditions of indefinite solitary confinement as cruel infliction of punishment due to severe depra-vations of basic human needs imposed on Maroon. The trial will mark the first in the country in a case challenging the constitutionality of long-tem solitary confinement.  Let us struggle to Win!   Brother Shakaboona, Co-Editor   Kerry “Shakaboona” Marshall  #BE-7826, Box A   Bellefonte, PA 16823   

Bro. Shakaboona, Co-Editor  Email: Shakaboona41@gmail.com 
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CFCF-Sanctum of 
Evil 

Greed is contagious. It overwhelms 
men’s’ hearts and bleeds evil. Constrict-
ing logic and fostering fear, the minds of 
good men are polluted and darkened. 
When wounded, greed howls like the de-
monic beast it is; now identified, it can be 
slain with confidence. 

In the penological interest, rights of 
those held before trial are deferred, be-
cause putting citizens’ rights aside is in 
the penological interest. Slavery is not 
dead in America; it was merely wounded. 
The masters hid this thing in a barn out of 
sight as it healed. Unbeknownst to some, 
it mutated, changed, metamorphosed into 
a form of civility that indeed would seem 
to pass for one of our own brethren, 
whom we might walk with. Then when 
the town had relaxed and the lanterns of 
freedom flickered lowly on the window-
sills of all who would watch, this vile 
thing did slither off into the darkness of 
night. 

In the beginning there was crime. 
And crime was the enemy. Good sought 
to inhibit crime; to understand, regulate, 
control; and when that failed; to isolate.  

Curran-Fromhold Correctional Fa-
cility (CFCF) is the epicenter of the “new 
morality” in Philadelphia. The goal is no 
longer stopping crime; it is locking people 
up who are estimated to commit crime. If 
you have a record in Philadelphia, you 
have been targeted. Any release of relief 
you may have received is temporary. Any 
scrutiny brought upon your person by 
police; you get locked up. It doesn’t mat-
ter if you commit a crime, doesn't matter 
if you have proper I.D.  papers, driver’s 
license or registration. If you are pulled 
over, stopped, questioned or suspected, 
“you locked up”. That is why the jails and 
counts are crowded, and for no other rea-
son. The city of Philadelphia conspiring 
with the District Attorney’s Office and 
judges and lawyers working out of the 

Criminal Justice Center have conspired to 
keep a specific group and number of per-
sons incarcerated within this jurisdiction. 
Rights of the accused have become less 
important than keeping us behind bars. In 
this path of logic, the basic freedoms and 
liberty promised inviolable within our 
sacred Constitution are ignored, circum-
vented, jettisoned, discarded, discharged. 

We have no rights within this system of 
injustice. The voluminous violation of 
human and civil rights is the primary ex-
cuse cited amongst the plethora of those 
used to justify these same violations. In 
effect “its gonna take us a long time to let 
y’all go because we locked so many of 
y’all up!”. And, “apparently we gonna 
have to lock more of y’all up because we 
ain’t finished locking y’all up yet”.  Once 
one bunch has been interred within the 
confines and persecutions, that is CFCF, 
the process begins for another. Probable 
cause evidence, arrest procedure, or po-
lice conduct are of small consequence as 
by the time any prisoner sees the inside of 
a courtroom, 6 months or a year has 
passed and they will say or do almost 
anything to get as far away from this hell-
hole as possible. In Philly you go to jail 
first, then you get a trial. Petitions to the 
courts call upon implementation of rules 
of criminal procedure, civil or constitu-
tional rights are viewed frequently with 
contempt or annoyance. Mostly, “you 
locked up”. 

At CFCF you have no rights. This 
is, for the most part, a pre-trial detention 

facility. Length of stay here has been ex-
tended as the pre-trial processes have 
excluded detainees; the purpose of deten-
tion being to insure our presence at CFCF 
rather than trial. Men wait months for a 
preliminary hearing, sometimes years, for 
a trial. These facts raise few eyebrows in 
this jurisdiction. 

The supposed and implied relative 
brevity of a pre-trial detention precludes 
facilities such as CFCF from being re-
quired mandatory educational, vocational, 
or creative outlet guidelines. In actuality, 
the city of Philadelphia has transformed 
CFCF into a warehouse and men are 
shelved here for extended periods under 
the pretense of imminent trial proceedings 
that are not forthcoming. During this pro-
cess pre-trial detainees are treated worse 
than those convicted and sentenced to 
state prison, while purposefully subjected 
to extortionate phone, commissary, and 
financial practices. Men, here, essentially 
have significant portions of their lives 
stolen from them while they languish in 
political, social, economic, and education-
al exile; being offered not much more 
than “3 hots and a cot” for months, even 
years. Separated both physically and psy-
chologically from society, those accused 
now have festering inside them an in-
creased distrust and hatred for society, to 
which most will eventually return. 

(Continued on page 5) 
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A significant portion of staff mem-
bers here exhibit callous, disrespectful, 
unprofessional behavior towards citizens 
that are already battling against an out-
burst of pent-up frustrations borne from 
the failure and ineptitude of the “criminal 
justice system”. Callous, flippant, sarcas-
tic remarks made by staff in answer to 
prisoners’ questions place both parties in 
danger consistently within this environ-
ment of “systematic injustice”. Most 
persons are brought here having the 
mindset of impending release. After suf-
fering through disappointment after dis-
appointment expecting the courts to fi-
nally play by the rules, and then unex-
pectedly having to deal with separation 
from loved ones, in addition to the result-
ant estrangement, the last thing any per-
son needs is an ignorant, vindictive, loud
-mouthed, judgmental, wanna-be cop 
with delusions of grandeur. The staff, 
here, believes not so much that they are 
above the law, but that we are most as-
suredly beneath it. The general public 
has been deceived and believes that 
“anyone who is in jail for that long must 
have done something”. 

CFCF was originally intended as a 
Federal detention facility. When the 
physical structure didn’t pass govern-
ment muster, this building suddenly sup-
planted the “Roundhouse” police admin-
istration building as the primary receiv-
ing unit for persons arrested in Philadel-
phia County.  

What role and function do the 
Board of Trustees at CFCF play in deter-
mining policy in Philadelphia? Why is 
75% of the Philadelphia Prison System 
population on any given day still await-
ing trial? Why are rules of criminal pro-
cedure, which state pre-trial detainees are 
to be released on nominal bail after 180 
days, and all charges dismissed after 365, 
ignored by the judiciary? That our lives 
mean little has been established; cops 
murder us in the street on national televi-
sion and walk away scot-free. Those not 
killed are locked away in these ware-
houses like cattle in a slaughter house. 
We are at the mercy of a justice system 
that was never intended to free us. 

Men here are locked into “isolation 
type” chambers with a sound-proof, steel 
reinforced door. No one can her you 
scream, so the federal government 
thought necessary to install “panic but-
tons” in each one of these cells to alert 
staff in the event of fire, assault, or medi-
cal emergency. Staff members quickly 
became annoyed at responding to prison-
ers calls and began disabling buttons 
from the center console, leaving no way 
to call for help. 

Four men have died here since De-
cember because of this practice that I 
know of. One man fell out dead on the 
floor when a staff member opened the 
door during a “tour” which administra-
tion has promulgated in lieu of properly 
monitored and active panic buttons. Men 
with serious health issues have their lives 
unnecessarily endangered every time 
they are locked into one of these cells. 
Diabetes, epilepsy, asthma, along with 
various psychological maladies are en-
tombed within these cells with the men 
that bear them for days sometimes weeks 
at a time. The commissioner and admin-
istration have created “triple celling”; 3 
men forced into an area designed for one. 
The aforementioned conditions are inhu-
mane when a single person is subjected 
to them. To think it permissible, accepta-
ble, constitutionally or politically correct 
for 3 men to be held in one of these cells 
is preposterous!  The commissioner and 
administration insist this is not a viola-
tion of our civil rights. When I asked the 
Deputy Warden’s Secretary how she 
would feel being locked into one of these 
cells with two other people, she said, “I 
have not been convicted of a crime”.  
Neither have we. 

Because of this mass incarceration 
mindset, serious overcrowding in this 
facility has inhibited those held from 
access to court processes and other via-
ble means that would aid in their defense 
or attempts to escape this conglomeration 
of injustice. On a single “pod”, designed 
for 64 men, close to 100 now are held. 
The main link, the only link, to the out-
side, to freedom, is the phone. There are 
six phones to each pod. Logic would 
dictate as safety for officers and prison-
ers should be paramount that over-
crowded conditions warrant installation 

of more phones, as phones and disputes 
over them are the lead cause of violence 
and injury here. Administration flatly 
refuses requests and petitions asking for 
more phones, citing mythical guidelines 
that they are complying with and the 
“penological interest”. This “penological 
interest “ is to maintain a combative, 
violent, atmosphere, thereby justifying 
cruel and unusual punishment to which 
pre-trial detainees are subjected here. 
Sheer numbers make it mathematically 
impossible to operate this facility safely, 
humanely, or within the parameters of 
standards of human decency. 

It has been established almost half 
the men here are held on charges that 
will not stand up in court. By the time 
most of us are afforded a trial, we are 
ready to take a “deal”, or have already 
served the time we would have been sen-
tenced to had we been found guilty. 
Court-Appointed Attorneys’ rarely con-
sult with those held here before trial; 
most often they show up just prior to 
preliminary hearing pro-claiming a 
“deal” negotiated with the District Attor-
ney’s office. Doesn’t take a rocket scien-
tist to know they are all working together 
to convict and incarcerate us whether we 
are guilty or not. One such attorney 
called a prisoner’s parents and terrorized 
them with tales of the extended horrors 
of prison life if their son didn’t take the 
deal he prescribed.  

Crime prevention efforts in this 
jurisdiction have ceased, and government 
has launched the pre-emptive strike of 
mass incarceration on a specific group of 
citizens. Erosion of rights of the accused 
precludes the rise of tyranny, and the 
circumvention of justice may well incar-
cerate us all. 
By: Curtis Gainer – PPN 7403932  
This article was submitted on July 18, 
2015; as of March 2016 Mr. Gainer is 
still confined at CFCF, 7901 State Road, 
Philadelphia, PA 19136. 
Public complaints may be sent to: Office 
of the Mayor, Mayor Jim Kenney 
City Hall, Office 215                          
Philadelphia, PA, 19107  
Phone: (215) 686-2181 
Email: James.Kenney@phila.gov 

(Continued from page 4) 
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How a Former Black Panther Could Change the Rules 
of Solitary Confinement 
The case of Russell Maroon Shoatz, who spent nearly 30 years in solitary confinement, could set a precedent for others held in 
prolonged isolation. 
By Victoria Law, Feb. 22, 2016 
 
By his 70th birthday in 2013, Russell Maroon Shoatz had spent nearly 30 years in extreme solitary confinement. A prisoner in 
Pennsylvania’s Restricted Housing Unit (RHU), Shoatz spent 23 hours each day confined to a 7-by-12-foot cell. He ate all his 
meals alone inside that cell. He slept under lights that were never turned off. He was not allowed any educational, vocational, or 
group programming. Five days a week, he was permitted to spend one hour in a fenced-in exercise cage. Each time he left his 
cell, he was strip-searched and placed in shackles. When his family came to visit, he was placed in a booth and made to com-
municate with them from behind plexiglass. He could not hug his children or hold his grandchildren. Shoatz remained in hand-
cuffs and leg irons during visits. 
In 2013, Shoatz filed suit against the Pennsylvania Department of Corrections (DOC). He sought not only an end to his indefi-
nite solitary confinement but also to receive monetary damages for decades of pain and suffering. He argued that prolonged 
placement in isolation deprived him of numerous basic human needs, including environmental stimulation, social interaction, 
psychological health, emotional well-being, physical health, sleep, exercise nutrition, and fundamental human dignity. He also 
argued that the prison had violated the Eighth Amendment prohibition against cruel and unusual punishment and his 14th 
Amendment right to due process. The DOC argued that Shoatz was subjected to the same conditions as any other prisoner in 
solitary. 
On February 12, federal judge Cynthia Reed Eddy of the US District Court of Western Pennsylvania ruled that Shoatz’s suit 
should be decided by a jury trial. “While Shoatz may have been subjected to the same conditions as other inmates on administra-
tive custody status, the fact remains that Shoatz endured these conditions for 22 consecutive years,” she wrote in her decision. 
Furthermore, she noted that the Supreme Court had stated, in Hutto v. Finney, that solitary confinement may be unconstitutional 
“depending on the duration of the confinement and the conditions thereof.” 
Shoatz spent 23 hours each day confined to a 7-by-12-foot cell.… He slept under lights that were never turned off. 
Shoatz’s is an individual lawsuit, meaning that, on the surface, the outcome affects him and him alone. But it will also be the 
first trial by jury that challenges long-term solitary confinement as cruel and unusual punishment for any and everyone, not just 
vulnerable populations such as the mentally ill, juveniles, or pregnant people. 
“Courts have failed to set strict and enforceable limits to solitary confinement,” noted Bret Grote, Shoatz’s attorney and legal 
director of the Abolitionist Law Center, adding that previous cases have been defeated or settled. (In 2009, prisoners who had 
been held for decades in the Security Housing Units at California’s Pelican Bay State Prison, filed suit challenging their pro-
longed solitary confinement. They were granted class-action status in 2014 and was scheduled to go to trial late this year. How-
ever, the suit was settled in September 2015.) The outcome may set judicial precedent that others can cite when bringing their 
own litigation against being held in solitary for long periods of time. According to a 2014 study, between 80,000 to 100,000 peo-
ple are held in isolation, so the impact of his suit may be far reaching. 
In 1970, Shoatz, a 27-year-old member of the Black Panther Party, participated in an attack on a Philadelphia police station in 
which one officer was killed and another injured. In 1972, Shoatz was convicted of first-degree murder and sentenced to life 
without parole. Five years later, he escaped from prison, remaining at large for one month. In 1980, he escaped again. Each time 
he was returned to prison, officials placed him in the RHU. 
In 1982, Shoatz was released from the RHU and allowed to live in general population with other men. He became involved with 
the Pennsylvania Association of Lifers (PAL), the prison’s group for people serving life sentences. He advocated for PAL mem-
bers to work with their families to lobby lawmakers to repeal life without parole. The men must have been interested—

(Continued on page 7) 
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membership ballooned from 12 to nearly 100. The following year, PAL members appointed Shoatz interim president. That 
same night, prison officials placed him in the RHU where, with the exception of a 19-month period (1989 to 1991) in which he 
was transferred to a federal prison and allowed to live in general population, Shoatz has spent nearly 30 years in isolation. 
Twenty-two of those years were consecutive. 
Prison officials reviewed his placement every 30 to 90 days; each time, they stated that Shoatz was an escape risk and would 
remain in RHU. In 2004, the DOC placed Shoatz on its Restricted Release List, meaning that the DOC secretary had to ap-
prove his release in writing. But to make it to the secretary’s desk for consideration, the prison’s superintendent first had to 
recommend a prisoner for release. The superintendent never did. And even though Shoatz’s daughter and attorney personally 
met with Secretary John Wetzel in 2012, he never reviewed his placement. Shoatz remained in the RHU until 2014. 
Those years have taken a toll. Shoatz’s daughter Theresa has spent two decades driving as many as seven hours from her home 
in Philadelphia to the prison, SCI Greene, for a four-hour visit. Despite the plexiglass window separating them, she and her 
father frequently had heated political discussions, sometimes incurring a warning from prison staff. “They’d say, ‘Shoatz fami-
ly—too loud!’” she told The Nation. When Theresa’s son wanted to drop out of high school, Shoatz convinced him not to. 
Five years ago, she began noticing a marked difference in her father. He no longer smiled during visits. He lost interest in the 
outside world. “He’d say, ‘I don’t give a hell about that. That’s happening outside. I’m stuck here in solitary,’” she recalled. 
He seemed sadder and more distraught. Shoatz later told Dr. James Gilligan, a psychiatrist with over 47 years of experience 
evaluating and treating people in prisons, that he had considered suicide many times, contemplating ways to kill himself as 
quickly and painlessly as possible. Only the lack of access to the means to do so stopped him. Some mornings, he was so de-
pressed that he was unable to get out of bed. 
In September 2013, four months after filing suit, Shoatz was placed in a step-down program to eventually be released from 
solitary. In February 2014, he was moved to general population. 
Theresa recalls their first post-RHU visit. They sat side-by-side with not even a table between them. She was able to buy him 
food from the prison vending machine for the first time. (“He ate a hoagie,” she remembered.) Not only was she able to hug 
her father after more than 20 years, but her 22-year-old son was able to touch his grandfather for the first time in his life. 
But the debilitating effects of isolation linger. In January 2015, Dr. Gilligan evaluated Shoatz about the effects of prolonged 
isolation. 
“At first, after leaving solitary, I used to shun people. I would not want to leave my cell,” Shoatz told him. “I am very reticent 
about shaking hands or hugging people. I have trouble being emotionally close to people.” In 2013, while still in the RHU, 
Shoatz had proposed to his girlfriend. But the following year, he ended their relationship, explaining to Gilligan, “I was infan-
tilized for so long. I had to deal with very few people. I developed no skills as to how to be in a relationship. I felt relief from 
the ending of my relationship with her. Nothing painful—I just don’t care.” 

(Continued from page 6) 
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Black Women, Trauma & Sites of Violence 
By: Iresha Picot, M.Ed, BSL 

 
In many Black communities, Women are exposed to random acts of violence every day that 
triggers prolonged acts of *trauma.  Black Women live under an oppressive system that tar-
gets certain communities of people, and put them in spaces that exposes them to violence. 
Their communities, inherently, become sites of violence.  
 
Communities as sites of Trauma 
As a Mental Health Professional, many of the Women that I have worked with, would relay to 
me that their number one stressor, were attributed to financial difficulties. Very rarely, did 
they make the connection to the violence associated in their communities; where they have 
faced abuse from the hands of state violence, random and intentional acts of sexual and physi-
cal assault, street harassment and intimate violence inside of their very own home. Many of 
the Women experienced these intra-community violence so toxic that a complex mental im-
printing process occurred, which have altered their personality. These traumatic incidents to 

their development stifled their growth from becoming whole individuals. This can often take the form of distrust of their commu-
nities, lack of self-love, difficulty staying focus, and questionable values and ethics of care. They became particularly vulnerable 
to traumatic stress illnesses and to related behavioral and mental abnormalities such as feeling alone and vulnerable, experiencing 
intense emotion, having disturbing flashbacks and feelings of helplessness. Often times, many of the women, who were also 
mothers, have taken their own traumatic incidents out on their children. Take someone who has experienced physical violence in 
their home via a partner that would have caused extreme emotional and mental trauma of the body.  The same victim of physical 
abuse can in return become a person who abuses their children in that same home. Those children then become traumatized chil-
dren who can potentially suffer a number of cognitive symptoms that include having trouble concentrating and attending to what 
is going on in the home, school, and community.  
 
Prison as sites of Trauma 
 
Many Black Women, who experience traumatic events in their communities, find their way to the biggest mental health site in 
this country--prisons and jails. The vast majority of women in prison have a history of being victims of these same acts of vio-
lence prior to their incarceration, including domestic violence, rape, sexual assault, and child abuse. In addition to intimate part-
ner violence, other risk factors contributing to women’s criminal behavior include substance abuse and mental illness.  Accord-
ing to the **Sentencing Project, it is estimated that up to 80 percent of women prisoners suffer from substance addiction. While 
it would be much more cost effective to treat these women than imprison them or pay for foster placement for their children, they 
are refused such rehabilitative measures that could facilitate their integration back into society as productive members. Though 
jails and prisons are increasingly becoming home to a greater number of people with mental health issues, these facilities are far 
from ideal treatment or any treatment at all. Prisons are violent environments, centered on abuse.  
 
Black Women as Sites of Healing  
I often get asked questions about ‘healing’, or “how to heal” as if healing is a recipe that I can hand over to them. Like trauma, 
healing is a prolonged process, and the first step forward, is to acknowledge that violence exists in our communities and in our 
personal and private lives. Violence undermines or destroys the ordinary sense of a relatively safe space. Women who have been 
subjected to pervasive violence bears the psychological scars of captivity. They suffer not only from Post-Traumatic Stress Dis-
order (PTSD) but also profound alterations in their relations with other people and themselves.  The ultimate goal towards heal-
ing is to manifest greater insight into your situation by moving from a state of hopelessness through a process of enlightenment 
to where you can reach a possibility of reconciliation within yourself.  As the great bell hooks puts it, “Contrary to what we may 
have been taught to think, unnecessary and unchosen suffering wounds us, but need not scar us for life.” 
*Trauma is defined as an emotional response to a terrible event like an accident, rape or natural disaster. Immediately after the 
event, shock and denial are typical. Longer term reactions include unpredictable emotions, flashbacks, strained relationships 
and even physical symptoms like headaches or nausea. While these feelings are normal, some people have difficulty moving on 

(Continued on page 9) 
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We must expose this urgent health care 
crisis, there is a cure, and it should be ad-ministered to Mumia Abu-Jamal and every 
one of the 9,900 who have contracted and 
are dying from Hepatitis C.  Please ask 
your friends and family to join in order to 
increase the power of our voices. 
 
Take Action! Call or Write: 
Dr. Paul Noel, Pennsylvania Department of Correc-
tions 
Email | ra-contactdoc@pa.gov 
Call | (717) 728-5309 x5312 
Write | 1920 Technology Parkway, Mechanicsburg, PA 
17050 
 
John Wetzel, Secretary of the Department of Cor-
rections 
Email | ra-contactdoc@pa.gov 
Call | (717) 728-2573 x4109 
Write | 1920 Technology Parkway, Mechanicsburg, PA 
17050 
 
Dr. Carl Keldie, Chief Med. Officer Correct Care 
Solutions 
Call | (800) 592-2974 x5783 
Write | 1283 Murfreesboro Rd, Ste 500, Nashville, TN 
37217 
 
Correct Care Solutions, PA Regional Office 
Call | (502) 389-5802 
Write | 600 N. 12th Street, Suite 1 Lemoyne, PA 17043 
 
Theresa DelBalso, Superintendent SCI Mahanoy 
Call | (570) 773-2158 x8101 
Write | 301 Morea Road, Frackville, PA 17932 
 
Donate to Mumia’s Legal Team at: Bit.ly/curehimnow 
 
‘FACTS’ edited, due to space restrictions, by Human 
Rights Coalition. See full article at bit.ly/hepcfacts  

(Continued from page 14) 

illness is one “that has caused significant disruption in an inmate’s 
everyday life and which prevents his functioning in the general popu-
lation without disturbing or endangering others or himself.” 
 
Elements of an adequate mental health care system: 
The Eighth Amendment requires that prison officials provide a sys-
tem of ready access to adequate mental health care. First, there must 
be a systematic program for screening and evaluating inmates in 
order to identify those who require mental health treatment. Second, 
treatment must entail more than segregation and close supervision of 
the inmate patients. Third, treatment requires the participation of 
trained mental health professionals, who must be employed in suffi-
cient numbers to identify and treat in an individualized manner those 
treatable inmates suffering from serious mental disorders. Fourth, 
accurate, complete, and confidential records of the mental health 
treatment process must be maintained. Fifth, prescription and admin-
istration of behavior-altering medications in dangerous amounts, by 
dangerous methods, or without appropriate supervision and periodic 
evaluation, is an unacceptable method of treatment. Sixth, a basic 
program for the identification, treatment and supervision of inmates 
with suicidal tendencies is a necessary component of any mental 
health treatment program. 
 
Some examples of actionable harm from inadequate mental 
health care include: 
· Lack of adequate mental health screening on intake. 
· Failure to follow up on prisoners with known or suspected 

mental health disorders. 
· Failure to provide adequate numbers of qualified mental health 

staff. 
· Housing mentally ill prisoners in segregation or “supermax” 

units. 
· Failure to transfer seriously mentally ill prisoners to more ap-

propriate facilities. 
· Improper use of restraints. 

(Continued from page 18) 

(Continued on page 13) 

with their lives. Psychologists can help these individuals find 
constructive ways of managing their emotions. (American 
Psychological Association) 
  
Iresha Picot, M.Ed, BSL is a Licensed Behavior Specialist 
and Outpatient Therapist in a community mental health set-
ting in Philadelphia. Additionally, Iresha is a Prison Aboli-
tionist who has worked with several organizations such as 
Books through Bars, and the Human Rights Coalition. She 
currently hosts a Prison Letter Writing program, “Through 
the Wire”, the last Monday of the month at the A-Space. You 
can contact Iresha at Iresha.Picot@gmail.com  
 

********** 

(Continued from page 8) 
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Women and mass incarceration 
Published Thursday, Mar. 17, 2016, 1:58 pm,  http://augustafreepress.com/women-mass-incarceration/ 
 
By Tamisha Walker 
Black women today yield significant political power as the most reliable Democratic voters. Yet, despite growing 
political importance, they score at the very bottom when it comes to virtually every economic indicator from edu-
cation to lifetime earnings to household wealth. Some past history that shapes black women’s lives just aren’t 
changing fast enough. 
I grew up with no father and an addicted mother, I raised myself, became a mother at 15, dropped out of school, 
and struggled to support my child and siblings. It was a dark time. Living with poverty, surrounded by substance 
abuse and being neglected, I didn’t think much about the future. But nothing was as dark as waking up in a jail 
cell without remembering how I got there. 
More than 1 million women are behind bars in the United States. Two thirds are women of color, and more than 
a third of those incarcerated for drug offenses. Eighty-five percent have been victims of violence, rape, sexual 
assault, neglect and child abuse. 
A recent report shows that over the past two decades, the percentage of girls growing up the way I did who get 
prison sentences jumped from 20 percent to 50 percent. The number of women in prison is now rising at nearly 
double the rate for men. Many of these women are mothers criminalized for being addicted while pregnant. Last 
year, Tennessee passed a law that made it a crime to be addicted while pregnant. 
The right intervention for addiction is treatment, not prison, but women of color disproportionately get punish-
ment instead of treatment. Girls of color who have lived with abuse are more likely to be labeled as offenders 
than white girls. 
I was arrested 19 times before I turned 18 . No adult ever asked what was wrong or what was leading me down 
this road of bad decisions and bad consequences. There was no intervention before going to prison, while in 
prison, or even after — when it could have helped accelerate the healing of my family. Most incarcerated wom-
en have little or no access to drug treatment, even though nearly 75 percent of them were using drugs before 
their arrest. Nor is there much available treatment to help abused women recover. 
There’s also little counseling or parenting education for incarcerated women, even though most inside, like my-
self, are mothers. And there’s scant legal or advocate support for women coming out of prison and seeking to 
regain custody of their children. 
Like men, women coming home face employment challenges, but they often face more even barriers in getting 
assistance for themselves and their kids if they’ve been convicted of a drug offense. 

(Continued on page 12) 

I stand on the shoulders of our heroes and roar 
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I May Only Be One Little Small Voice. However I Will Be Heard. 
    My Name is Rasheida L’nise Rankin. I am an inmate at the SCI-Muncy. In Muncy, PA I just recently came 
across your newsletter, The Movement, and was inspired to reach out and tell my story and bring light to some 
of the dark things going on within this institute.  
   I have been incarcerated since 2006. I am originally from Pittsburgh, PA. I grew up in a predominantly white 
neighborhood with my great grandmother. I was very sheltered. I didn’t have a lot of friends, the schools I went 
to though I was a very intelligent child and excelled academically, I couldn’t really seem to find a place to fit in.  
Outside of my neighborhood I was the proper talking black girl that “thought she was better than”. I spent my 
teenage years making most of my choices based on what I thought would gain me approval from others. And 
that’s more or less how I ended up with a 3rd degree murder charge and a 10-20 year sentence. When I ar-
rived at SCI-Muncy in late 2007 my great-grandma, who raised me and was all I knew, had passed away; I felt 
that life as I knew it was over. I was still very uncomfortable in my own skin and still very young, only 20 years 
old. I self-medicated and gravitated to a clique and being the sheltered little girl that I was I got used and 
abused by my peers, the very women who should have tried to guide me and help me grow took advantage of 
the fact that I was naïve and some what gullible.  
   It took years of bitterness and finally sobriety for me to open my eyes and really see what was going on 
around me. How the mentally ill are just heavily medicated, walking zombies, walking around hair in tangles, 
clothes unwashed, maybe not even properly bathed from the smell of them. Sent to the Restricted Housing 
Unit (RHU) to rot. And nobody cares. Some of them have been slipped bad drugs and their minds are gone, 
they don’t understand themselves let alone what making parole means for them. They spend months, some-
times years, housed in the RHU in a cell alone talking to themselves, listening to the voices in their head and 
playing in their feces. And some psych comes pass asking to take them out to see a movie in a cage like their 
some kind of animal. They say prison is a place for rehabilitation. Where is the rehabilitation in taking someone 
who is mentally ill and just locking them away alone tortured by themselves eating their own feces?  
   In 2012 I started complaining about abdominal pain and was brushed off by medical for over a year and just 
given Motrin and other anti-inflammatories  before someone finally ordered an ultra sound. Come to find out at 
age 25 I have fibroid tumors the size of tennis balls filling my uterus. I do not have any children nor have I ever 
been pregnant. They are continuing to grow there for decreasing my chances of ever having children. The OB-
GYN says he’s never seen anyone as young as me with a fibroid condition so severe. The state insurance will 
not pay for the medication that will shrink the tumors and make the removal less of a risk. So I am just sitting 
with tumors growing in my uterus. 
   In 2013 I complained of knee pain and popping in my knee. I was told those were symptoms of arthritis, pre-
scribed Motrin, when that didn’t work, Mobic and so on and so forth. It took 6 months of going to sick call to get 
someone to physically examine me. Then I was told that I had arthritis, loose knee caps and a loose tendon 
rolling over my knee cap and sent to physical therapy. Nothing helped. I kept complaining. I was told I had os-
teoarthritis; however all x-rays and blood test were normal. Finally someone sent me out for an MRI. That 
“loose tendon” turned out to be a tumor that had been growing on my knee for the past 2 years.  
   Somehow a great number of women here over the past few years have been popping up with tumors. Every-
where! So many hysterectomies have been done, I’ve lost count.  
  People have gone to complain about pains been brushed off very rudely. And a few have turned out to have 
some kind of cancer and ended up dead: cervical, ovarian, uterine, stomach, brain, colon, you name it.  
  The medical department has a tendency to treat us as if our complaints are frivolous and unimportant. The 
nurses and staff are very disrespectful. By the time they figure out what’s wrong with someone they are on 
their death bed. I am convinced that there is an environmental element that is affecting our health. A lot of 
the lifers have become very ill after being here for numerous years. They have spent a lot of time living in the 
older buildings that are filled with asbestos. Because they are Lifers they are not receiving the best care. 

(Continued on page 13) 
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“If Shoatz prevails at trial, it will mark the first ruling…that 
solitary confinement constitutes cruel and unusual punish-
ment when imposed for excessive duration.” —Bret Grote 
In his evaluation, Gilligan concluded that Shoatz’s emotional 
numbing and his incapacity for intimacy are “among the pri-
mary symptoms of post-traumatic stress syndromes” caused 
by his prolonged isolation. He concludes that Shoatz 
“suffered serious and significant emotional, mental and psy-
chological damage from the conditions to which he was sub-
jected by the defendants in their official capacities in the 
Pennsylvania Department of Correction.” 
Juan Mendez is the United Nations Special Rapporteur on 
Torture. He has stated that he believes that more than 15 days 
in “complete 24-hour isolation” constitutes torture. In January 
2015, he interviewed Shoatz and concluded that Shoatz’s pro-
longed isolation “constituted cruel, inhuman or degrading 
punishment under customary international law standards. 
They violate solemn commitments of the United States under 
customary law and also as a party to the UN Convention 
Against Torture.” 
The Pennsylvania Department of Correction declined to com-
ment. Documents filed with the court show that the prison’s 
superintendent had also identified other reasons for Shoatz’s 
continued isolation, including his alleged involvement “with 
radical militant groups, his former association with the Black 
Panther Party, and his current political views and activities 
via mail and phone, his ability to organize others,” reasons 
that Shoatz’s attorney states that he had been unaware of. At 
deposition, the superintendent stated that his main concern for 
keeping Shoatz in the RHU was a fear of “retribution against 
staff.” 
Now it will be up to a jury to determine whether prolonged 
isolation—regardless of age, mental health, or pregnancy—
constitutes cruel and unusual punishment. “If Shoatz prevails 
at trial, it will mark the first ruling against prison officials that 
solitary confinement constitutes cruel and unusual punish-
ment when imposed for excessive duration,” said Bret Grote, 
Shoatz’s attorney and legal director of the Abolitionist Law 
Center. “It will allow others in similar circumstances to cite 
this case as a precedent in challenging their own conditions.” 
“No amount of money can make up what he went through,” 
Theresa reflected. Noting that advocacy efforts to limit soli-
tary have largely focused on specific vulnerable populations, 
she added, “Hopefully this gives hope to others in solitary 
confinement and opens the door to the entire Pennsylvania 
prison population.” 
Victoria Law is a writer, photographer and mother. She is the 
author of Resistance Behind Bars: The Struggle of Incarcer-
ated Women (PM Press 2009) and the co-editor of Don't 
Leave Your Friends Behind: Concrete Ways to Support Fami-
lies in Social Justice Movements and Communities (PM Press 
2012). 

(Continued from page 7) 

In the six years since I came home from jail, I have 
earned my GED, obtained an associate’s degree, and 
become an advocate for changing policies to better 
serve people returning home after incarceration. I’ve 
reunited with my sons and kept them close, assuring 
them they won’t experience the life I knew at their ages. 
I’m a trained advocate, mediator, mentor and leader in 
the fight to end mass incarceration. 
Had I known that in my state, California, 54 percent of 
drug-related prison sentences go to women of color, 
even though women of color are only 38 percent of the 
population, I wouldn’t have been so surprised to end up 
in prison like growing numbers of other young women. 
My story inspires others to work for change, too. But it’s 
an uphill fight, especially for women. I’ve been there, 
and know it takes more than inspiration, vision and 
dreams to change Black history. 
My work now focuses on redefining public safety by 
helping people being released from jails and prison to 
become whole in our society. My goal is reduce recidi-
vism by dealing with conditions that led to incarceration 
to begin with, and facilitating recovery from the pain and 
disenfranchisement of incarceration and the conditions 
that led to it. 
A record number of women of color in prison is becom-
ing part of our shared Black history, a by- product of 
systemic racism, sexism, and oppression that continues 
to persist.  My story is evidence that history doesn’t 
have to be our destiny; it’s time to address the past so 
we can build a future worth celebrating for Black wom-
en. 
Tamisha Walker is the Lead Community Organizer 
working to end mass incarceration at The Safe Return 
Project in Richmond, California, and a formerly incarcer-
ated mother of two boys. 

 

(Continued from page 10) 
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 I want to support the Human Rights Coalition  by giving a Donation! 
 Name: ________________________________________________________________  _____________________________________________________________________  Institution/ID (if necessary):    ________________________________________________  Street Address:    _________________________________________________________  City/State/Zip Code:   ______________________________________________________     Phone:    _____________________                        Email Address:  _______________________    Donation Amount:             ___     $10.00 - $25.00             ___     $50.00              ___    $100.00 or  above  

Families, we rely on member support, any gift you make above $25.00 helps us a great deal.    
Please make checks payable to the Human Rights Coalition and mail donations to HRC,  

4134 Lancaster Ave, Phila., PA  19104, ATTENTION: Charitable Donations. 

Their lives aren’t of any value to this institution. And 
God forbid you have no family support. You will really 
be thrown to the wayside.  
   Just recently a woman was sent out to get a biopsy 
on a lump in her breast. She waited weeks, wrote re-
quests, finally had her mother call the hospital. Her 
mother informed her that she has breast cancer, the 
medical department has yet to tell her. They have sent 
2 people in the past year home with cancer and didn’t 
inform them. Another woman who has Crohn’s Disease 
and stomach cancer that is recently in remission, found 
3 lumps in her neck they did an ultra sound a year ago. 
She recently found another golf ball size lump in her 
groin area and they seem to be in no rush to do any-
thing. These women are afraid to speak out; I’m afraid 
not to. I made a choice that sentenced me to 10-20 
years and with everything going on around me I’m be-
ginning to feel as if my peers and I have been sen-
tenced to death. This has to be stopped. I may only be 
one little small voice. However I will be heard. 
 
Rasheida L. Rankin OM-3481 
PO Box 180 
Muncy, PA 17756 

 

(Continued from page 11) 

· Excessive use of force against mentally ill prisoners. 
· Lack of training of custody staff in mental health issues. 
 

Medical Billing 
Many prisons across the country charge inmates for basic medical care 
as a way to cut costs and discourage prisoners who abuse sick call. The 
government, however, still has an obligation to provide medical care 
for prisoners. One court has expressed the belief that medical billing 
policies requiring prisoners to pay for care may be unconstitutional. 
But most courts have found co-pay and over-the-counter (OTC) poli-
cies constitutional as long as prisoners are not deprived of needed care 
because of their inability to pay. When a billing policy prevents a pris-
oner from receiving adequate health care because the prisoner cannot 
pay, courts will be more likely to conclude that the policy is unconsti-
tutional. 
 
 
 
Editors Note: Article has been edited for space restraints. Full article 
with footnotes may be found at: https://www.aclu.org/files/images/
asset_upload_file690_25743.pdf 

(Continued from page 9) 
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Human Rights Coalition ReportHuman Rights Coalition Report  
 

F acts About Hepatitis C and Mumia Abu-
Jamal 

  
1.The case of Abu-Jamal Vs. Kerestes (hearing held, February 2016) exposed the fact that 
Mumia is just one person among many, potentially thousands, who have active hepatitis C,  

yet are being allowed to die, alone, often chained with their right arm and left leg to hospital beds.   
2.It is undisputed that there is a medical cure for hepatitis C: one pill a day for 12 weeks.  Yet for over two years, 
9,900 prisoners with chronic or active hepatitis have remained untreated (in Pennsylvania, that’s 18% of 55,000 
prisoners). Many will die a painful death from cirrhosis (liver failure) — untreated in solitary confinement in  
“Hep C Care Clinics.”  Dare we say death clinics? 
3.Dr. Paul Noel of the Pennsylvania Department of Corrections and Dr. Carl J Keldie of “Correct Care Solutions” 
are allowing people to die of the infectious disease Hepatitis C, when a lifesaving cure is available, in the form of 
one pill a day for 12 weeks.   
4.This is intentional medical neglect, a violation of the 8th Amendment and a violation of their Hippocratic Oath. 
5.On March 30th 2015 Mumia Abu-Jamal, 61 years old, was near death in renal failure and hospitalized from 
medical neglect, at the Schuylkill Medical Center in Pottsville, PA.  Mumia Abu-Jamal is ill with active Hepatitis C 
and the medically indicated care is a new regime of antiviral drugs with a 90%+ cure rate.  Mumia Abu Jamal’s 
organ failure and potential liver damage puts him, by the Federal Bureau of Prisons’ standards, among those who 
should be treated.  
6.As the drug’s inventor, Michael Sofia of Doylestown, PA notes, “How can you deny people access to a cure?"   
7.Hepatitis C virus (HCV) infection is a major public health problem for persons of all races, and it has become the 
most common cause of death associated with liver disease in the United States.  There are presently 3.2 million 
infected with the disease in the U.S., and half a million people in prison have Hepatitis C. 
8.As that number rises, we must always keep in mind that one in every 100 Americans currently in prison or jail 
and that 11.5 million people will be released from jail back into the community, often with high rates of infectious 
disease. It is imperative to treat this, the deadliest, infectious disease, especially as it affects people in prison. 
9.Pennsylvania has a contract with for-profit health care provider Correct Care Solutions, and that group’s Chief 
Clinical Officer is responsible for “ensuring appropriate care to all patients.” But the bottom line on for-profit 
health care means sacrificing public/prisoner health for profit margins. In fact, these companies establish a cap on 
health care, which literally means that inmates are dying to improve their bottom line. That 70% of states have 
privatized prison health care means this issue can only be exacerbated. 
10.In order to protect the public health, we must stop this shameful practice of denying lifesaving health care to 
Mumia Abu-Jamal and Pennsylvania prisoners. We also must expose the public health imperative of treating 
Hepatitis C inside and outside of prisons. 
 

(Continued on page 9) 
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Human Rights Coalition ReportHuman Rights Coalition Report  
 
 I nadequate Health Care in Prison 

 
 There has been a lot of talk in the media these days about the medical issues regarding Mumia Abu-
Jamal and his fight for medical care for Hepatitis C. Although it is great that his case is receiving so 
much media attention there is a darker side which isn’t reported. The fight for health care for all indi-
viduals who are incarcerated is a daily fight for many individuals. Since the prison population keeps 
rising there is obviously a rising need for medical care. Scarily, amongst those needing health care is 

the elderly population who are left to die in prison and individuals who have mental health issues. 
 It is estimated that nearly a third of prisoners suffer from mental health issues. Many times they are thrown in 
solitary confinement instead of receiving proper and personal health care. Even these numbers aren’t accurate be-
cause over time many prisoners develop mental health issues due to the conditions that are forced upon them.  Of 
the roughly 5,300 geriatric inmates in Pennsylvania prisons, about 1,500 are serving life terms.  In Pennsylvania, 
inmates are classified as geriatric at 55. Common health problems are diabetes, cancer, liver disease and heart 
problems. These two groups have very limited options to health care. There are no private physicians or second/
third opinions for illnesses. You simply have to take what you get if you can get anything. Waiting to see a doctor or 
even having enough funds to see a “doctor” is a huge issue in itself. The doctors don’t give patients options to alter-
native care just pharmaceutical drugs are the option. 
 The fight for health care is a fight that has to be aimed at the prisons. Comrades in prison not only have a right to 
health care but also a right to receive healthy food while incarcerated. Just like in the community food causes many 
illnesses, it is the same in the prisons. How can chips, cakes, and cigarettes be purchased but garlic is considered 
contraband! This is no way an attack on someone who chooses to eat or use certain things but rather a way to point 
out a glaring contradiction that exists in the prison system. The system has to be held accountable for the failing 
health of our comrades in prison and it is our duty to keep fighting for their right to proper health care and choices 
for their life. 
 There should never be a comrade in prison who is trying to scrap up money just to see a doctor! There should 
never be a doctor who refuses to treat a patient like a patient because he or she is in prison! There should never be 
a death because a prisoner couldn’t receive their medication or the prison totally ignored their medical needs! 
There needs to be a movement to ensure our brothers and sisters are treated well and receive proper medical care 
in these prisons while we continue to fight this system to end these hell holes. 
 
By: Sis. Natasha Kianga Butler 
Philly Black Is Back Coalition 
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Human Rights Coalition ReportHuman Rights Coalition Report  T he Fayette Health Justice Campaign 
 
by Nijmie Dzurinko, Put People First! PA 
 
At 5 am on Monday July 6th, 2015 four of us – Sheila, Jacob, Bahjah and myself – piled into my car with our bags in the 
back and made the six-hour trek to the opposite corner of the state from Philadelphia. The town where I grew up, Monessen, 
is just 27 miles North of La Belle, the epicenter of the Fayette Health Justice Campaign. 
 
Coal ash is a form of industrial waste, and Pennsylvania produces more of it than any other state. The coal ash dump in La 
Belle is 360 acres. In 2000, 237 acres of the dump was transferred to the state to build State Correctional Institution Fayette. 
The dump is owned by Matt Canestrale Contracting. Coal ash contains mercury, cadmium, and arsenic. The ash gets into the 
air, and the chemicals get into the water. 
 
“They think that they can wipe us off the map,” said Jeremy, a father who lives in La Belle with and who set the tone of the 
meeting by talking about how this effort is by residents, for residents. “There are no lawyers here,” he said. Word is that na-
tional groups and lawyers have come and gone over the years, making big promises, but ultimately bailing out on the com-
munity. Jeremy’s seven year old son had recurring skin rashes that the doctor couldn’t explain. It took coming to a meeting of 
HOPE for La Belle for him to find out from another resident, a Black woman named Yma, that several other children have 
experienced the same thing. 
 
HOPE for La Belle stands for Helping Organize to Protect our Environment. It’s a fledgling community group that the resi-
dents are trying to make into a force to be reckoned with. It’s supported by the Center for Coalfield Justice and organizer Eva 
Westheimer. 
 
The Center for Coalfield Justice regularly gives tours that highlight resource extraction and environmental protection issues 
in the region. Our crew, from Put People First, Media Mobilizing Project and the Kairos Center/Poor People’s Campaign, 
was probably unlike others they’ve experienced. We were interested in the parts per million of the chemicals leaking into the 
water, but also in the ways the situation in La Belle is bringing to the surface relationships between people and the workings 
of the global economy that are usually obscured. 
 
We spent all day on July 7th driving around mountainous Greene County, with lush green vistas appearing around twists and 
turns on the winding narrow roads. I joked that it felt like we were on an island, since it rained throughout the day for short 
periods, but then the skies would clear and the sun would emerge, bright and hot as ever. We caught a rainbow once, and I’m 
sure that wasn’t the only one. 
 
We stood at the foot of the gargantuan Bailey coal processing plant that overlooks a cemetery. The plant displaced the cattle 
ranch that was there before it, but allowed the cemetery to remain. We learned that people in Appalachia have used burial 
grounds to stop the encroachment of the coal companies – as Indigenous people have done and continue to do throughout the 
US and the world. 
 
We stopped for gas and Eva talked to the woman working the pump about what we were doing. You never know how people 
are going to react – in a place where almost every family has some piece of identity wrapped up in the coal and steel indus-
tries – because of jobs. The woman said, “Oh, you’re opposing those companies who are raping the land and could care less 
about the people. Right on!” 

(Continued on page 17) 
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We went to the place where they push oxygen down into the mines. The Department of Environmental Protection doesn’t 
control the amount of methane that leaks out of the air shaft. When slavery turned into convict leasing, Black people under 
control of the state were forced to provide free labor for the mines. And we were the canaries in the coal mines – sent into the 
shaft as a human test of whether or not the air was safe enough to breathe.   
 
Prisons and rural economies are intertwined. As multinational corporations move production, industry recedes, and small 
towns die. Modern day trafficking of the poor, with people of color swelling their ranks, takes its place, in the form of new 
and growing prisons in rural areas. 
 
Bahjah, a new PPF member who got connected with us through the Human Rights Coalition, visited her son 
Isaiah at SCI Fayette. She hadn’t seen him for months before this visit. Her husband helped him figure out how 

to filter his water – which he wasn’t drinking. Peo-
ple at the prison and their families call it “tea wa-
ter” because it’s brown. I first met Bahjah when 
she came to the “Going on Offense by Putting Peo-
ple First: A Movement Dialogue on Transformative 
Organizing and Human Rights Campaigns” event 
we held in Philadelphia on June 24. I got to know 
her during the Philly General Membership Meeting 
that happens the first Wednesday of each month, 
where we talked about mass incarceration as a pub-
lic health issue. Her voice is powerful, and in the 
course of this trip I saw her emerging as a leader 
who is developing her ability to think about our 
society as a whole. “It’s bigger than the prison,” 
she said. “It’s the whole town. We have to shut 
down the prison and we have to shut down the coal 
ash dump.” 
 
It feels like before. Black churches are burning 
throughout the South. Sitting in the Luzerne fire 
hall in Fayette County, I think of the Southern Ten-
ant Farm-workers Union. White and Black farmers 
getting together under cover of darkness. It pains 
me that in 2015 for us to sit and talk together in a 
room, families of prisoners, residents, and prison 

workers – white and black, immigrants and citizens, gay and straight – is revolutionary. But it is. 
 
We impact each other, we affect each other. That’s what coming into relationship is. It’s our responsibility as organizers to 
build the container for authentic relationship based on real shared values and principles. It’s our goal as leaders to expand our 
circle of concern and understand how we are connected. 
 
Knowing what we are up against, I stand firmly in opposition to the separation of our people and our “issues”! Isolation of 
people and issues is not progressive. We live in a globalized economy. It’s likely that most folks in Fayette County have nev-
er been out of the country, but eighty percent of the coal that is mined here is exported. The people and interests who run the 
companies that control these resources are not only at the commanding heights of the economy, but they command and con-
trol our political system. To be competitive in the global economy, these companies need infrastructure like pipelines, export 
terminals, and processing plants. But they also need to push and isolate people from each other. When the residents of La 
Belle, the inmates at SCI Fayette, their families and the prison workers get together with the rest of Pennsylvania, the rest of 
Appalachia, and the rest of the poor and dispossessed around the country and around the world, we can defy these companies' 
control. Our future depends on it. 
 
In La Belle, that, at least, is clear. 
 

(Continued from page 16) 
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KNOW YOUR RIGHTS 
MEDICAL, DENTAL AND 
MENTAL HEALTH CARE 

ACLU National Prison Project 
 
Important Note: The law is always evolving. If you have access to a 
prison law library, it is a good idea to confirm that the cases and statutes 
cited below are still good law. The date at the bottom of this page indi-
cates when this information sheet was last updated. 
 
Medical Care 
Prison officials are obligated under the Eighth Amendment to provide 
prisoners with adequate medical care. This principle applies regardless 
of whether the medical care is provided by governmental employees or 
by private medical staff under contract with the government. 
 
In order to prevail on a constitutional claim of inadequate medical care, 
prisoners must show that prison officials treated them with "deliberate 
indifference to serious medical needs." 
 
What is deliberate indifference? 
A prison official demonstrates "deliberate indifference" if he or she reck-
lessly disregards a substantial risk of harm to the prisoner.  This is a high-
er standard than negligence, and requires that the official knows of and 
disregards an excessive risk of harm to the prisoner. The prison official 
does not, however, need to know of a specific risk from a specific 
source. 
 
Proof of prison officials' knowledge of a substantial risk to a prisoner's 
health can be  proven by circumstantial evidence. For example, it may be 
inferred from "the very fact that the risk was obvious."  This circumstan-
tial proof may be shown by deterioration in prisoners' health, such as 
obvious conditions like sharp weight loss. A prison official cannot 
"escape liability if the evidence showed that he merely refused to verify 
underlying facts that he strongly suspected to be true, or declined to con-
firm inferences of risk that he strongly suspected to exist." 
 
Officials' knowledge can also be proven by direct evidence. For exam-
ple, prisoners might present sick call requests, medical records, com-
plaints, formal grievances or other records reflecting: the nature of the 
complaint, the date of the complaint, the individuals to whom the com-
plaint was made, the treatment provided, the adequacy of the treatment, 
the date the treatment was provided, the medical staff seen, the nature of 
follow-up care ordered and whether it was carried out, the effects of any 
delay in obtaining treatment, and any additional information relating to 
the complaint. 
 
What is a serious medical need? 
The Eighth Amendment prohibits the "unnecessary and wanton inflic-
tion of pain." Some factors courts have considered in determining 
whether a "serious medical need" is at issue are “(1) whether a reasona-
ble doctor or patient would perceive the medical need in question as 
important and worthy of comment or treatment; (2) whether the medical 

condition significantly affects daily activities; and (3) the existence of 
chronic and substantial pain.” Additionally, courts will be likely to find a 
"serious medical need" if a condition "has been diagnosed by a physician 
as mandating treatment or … is so obvious that even a lay person would 
easily recognize the necessity of a doctor’s attention.” 
 
A serious medical need is present whenever the failure to treat a prison-
er’s condition could result in further significant injury or the unnecessary 
and wanton infliction of pain.” Significant injury, pain or loss of function 
can constitute "serious medical needs" even if they are not life-
threatening. Pain can constitute a "serious medical need" even if the 
failure to treat it does not make the condition worse. At least one court 
has held that pregnancy, at least in its later stages, constitutes a serious 
medical need. 
 
Elements of an adequate medical care system 
The Eighth Amendment requires that prison officials provide a system 
of ready access to adequate medical care. Prison officials show deliber-
ate indifference to serious medical needs if prisoners are unable to make 
their medical problems known to the medical staff or if the staff is not 
competent to examine the prisoners, diagnose illnesses, and then treat or 
refer the patient. The prison must also provide an adequate system for 
responding to emergencies. If outside facilities are too remote or too 
inaccessible to handle emergencies promptly and adequately, then the 
prison must provide adequate facilities and staff to handle emergencies 
within the prison. 
  
A mere difference of medical judgment is not actionable. But the deci-
sions of prison doctors are not per se unassailable. In general, the prison-
er must be able to show that the actions of medical staff could not be 
supported by legitimate medical judgment. Some examples of actiona-
ble harm from inadequate medical care include: 
· Serious denials or delay in access to medical personnel. 
· A denial of access to appropriately qualified health care person-

nel. 
·  A failure to inquire into facts necessary to make a professional 

judgment. 
·  A failure to carry out medical orders. 
·  Reliance on non-medical factors in making treatment decisions. 
·  Judgment so egregiously bad that it really isn't medical. 

 
Dental Care 
Dental care of prisoners is governed by the same constitutional standard 
of deliberate indifference as is medical care. “Dental care is one of the 
most important medical needs of inmates.” Dental care that consists of 
pulling teeth that can be saved is constitutionally inadequate. Delays in 
dental care can also violate the Eighth Amendment, particularly if the 
prisoner is suffering pain in the interim. Prolonged deprivation of tooth-
paste can violate the Eighth Amendment. One court has held that some 
minimal level of prophylactic dental care is constitutionally required. 
 
Mental Health Care 
Mental health care of prisoners is governed by the same constitutional 
standard of deliberate indifference as is medical care. A “severe” mental 

(Continued on page 9) 
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Moving?  Don’t forget to send us your  new 
address! 

Call for Contributors 
THE MOVEMENT magazine is looking for quality, writ-
ing, especially from the families of prisoners, prisoners, 
and former prisoners that contribute to critical thought 
and reflection in the various sections of this magazine.  
Please not more than 2 pages. In particular we are inter-
ested in the following: 
Feature articles: In-depth, analytical articles that 
critically examine the criminal justice System, poverty, 
racism, and that provide solutions to those issues. 
Book reviews/political satire art/poetry: Is there 
a book you’d like to review for THE MOVEMENT maga-
zine? Do you create political satire cartoons or other 
artwork? Do you write poetry? Let us know and send us 
copies of your work. 
Letters: We love to hear from you.  Families of prison-
er  and prisoners send a shout-out letter and visiting 
room photo for our ‘Love Knows No Bars’ section, and 
send your letters to the Editor for our new ‘Writings of 
Multiplicity’ section of THE MOVEMENT. Please let us 
know if we have your permission to print your letter. 

 
Subscriptions 

THE MOVEMENT magazine provides FREE family 
subscriptions to the families of prisoners!  Please support this effort by subscribing or donating.  
Subscriptions are considered as donations; there-
fore we do not refund. 
 
Families of prisoners subscriptions:  FREE 
1 Year prisoners subscription: $12 
1 Year public solidarity subscription: $24 
 
We publish four issues of THE MOVEMENT maga-zine per year.  
 
Winter Issue  -  mailed first week of January 
Spring Issue  -  mailed first week of April 
Summer Issue  -  mailed first week of July 
Fall Issue  -  mailed first week of October 

 What if the child (or young adult) steps outside the 
circle? A ludic Ubuntu model works toward reintegration 
with loving assistance, as healing circles practiced by 
many American Indians, or elder circles from Africa 
would suggest. Sometimes, it could be an intervention by 
your joking relatives, e.g., as practiced in the Mande 
world of West Africa, with whom you share totemic, his-
torical ties. They will remind the “errant” person of the 
importance of ties and belonging. It may also be your per-
sonal guide, the griot or jeli who will assist in remediation 
(Nagel, 2007).  
 What if we thought of “criminality,” which is, as soci-
ologists tell us, a quite human and normal behavior of 
testing boundaries, in spiritual ways? Rather than 
thinking of it as a behavioral or mental “problem,” why 
not imagine it as mis-rememberance? We act in 
“criminal ways” only when we forget that we are spiritu-
al beings practicing an earthly, material experience. As 
spiritual beings we know that nobody can be killed, be-
cause there is no such thing as death. There’s only 
transformation. Secondly, it is a mis-application of lan-
guage: bullying is a case in point—a misuse of one or 
more faces of the language of love (http://
www.5lovelanguages.com/):  
 
· Acts of service 
· Quality time 
· Words of affirmation 
· Physical touch 
· Receiving gifts.   
 
Perhaps one has never been taught the language of any 
of the five faces of love or the virtues expressed in the 
Circle of Courage. If this is the case, such basic and seri-
ous neglect of raising a child, most indigenous cultures, 
especially in the African context, would recognize that it 
is not the youth who “is” a criminal, but instead, it is the 
community, family and institutions who have all failed 
the (young) person. Ludic Ubuntu then is a communal 
practice in mending, repairing relationships and clearly 
not an expression of judgment and condemnation. I 
invite you to envision a society free from jails and other 
forms of total institutions. I invite you to contemplate 
your path towards a ludic Ubuntu. Another world is 
indeed possible. 
  
Dr. Mecke Nagel, Philosophy Department and Center for Gen-
der and Intercultural Studies at Suny Cortland.  

This is a substantially revised version of a paper that first appeared in The Real Cost of Prisons (http://realcostofprisons.org) under the title Ludic Ubuntu: An Appeal toward Transformative Justice in 2014. 
 

(Continued from page 34) 
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What’s The News! 

Albert Woodfox 
Released! 
On February 19, 2016, Albert Woodfox, 
the last imprisoned member of the An-
gola 3, was released after more than 
four decades in solitary confinement. 
Albert Woodfox’s release was long 
overdue and undeniably just. Nothing 
will truly repair the cruel, inhuman and 
degrading solitary confinement that the 
state of Louisiana inflicted upon him. 
But the belated measure of justice, that 
came on Woodfox’s 69th birthday, was 
something he had been seeking for more 
than half his life. 
Amnesty International USA joins his 
supporters around the world in celebrat-
ing Woodfox and his legal team’s tire-
less pursuit of justice. While the State of 
Louisiana did not release Woodfox’s 
fellow Angola 3 prisoner Herman Wal-
lace until he was on death’s door, it has 
made a just and humane decision in 
ensuring Woodfox’s freedom. Robert 
King and Herman Wallace, two other 
prisoners that make up the so-called 
"Angola 3," were also convicted of this 
murder. King's conviction was over-
turned in 2001, and he was released 
after 29 years of isolation. Wallace was 
released in 2013, shortly before his 
death. 
Throughout his prolonged incarceration 
in Closed Cell Restriction (CCR) 

Woodfox endured very restrictive con-
ditions, including periods of 23 hour 
cell confinement. His release should 
also mark a pivotal new chapter in re-
forming the use of prolonged solitary 
confinement in U.S. prisons and jails. 
Moving forward, Woodfox’s case must 
serve as a tragic reminder of the cruelty 
inflicted by the prison system at its most 
extreme. Louisiana must commit to 
making urgent reforms to solitary con-
finement, and chart a course toward 
doing its part in ending the overall crisis 
of mass incarceration 
Prior to the settlement on February 19, 
2016, Woodfox’s conviction had been 
overturned three times. On June 8, 
2015, Federal Judge James Brady grant-
ed Woodfox unconditional release and 
barred the state from retrying him. 
However, Judge Brady’s ruling was 
overturned on appeal. 
 
From: http://www.amnestyusa.org/our-
work/cases/usa-the-angola-3 
_______________________ 
Supreme Court 
Gives New Hope To 
The Juvenile Lifers, 
But Will States De-
liver? 

By: Liliana Segura 
January 26, 2016 
 ON THE NIGHT before the U.S. Su-
preme Court issued its ruling Monday in 
Montgomery v. Louisiana, giving new 
hope for release to prisoners serving life 
without parole for crimes they commit-
ted as juveniles, Sister Alison McCrary 
received a collect call from the Louisi-
ana State Penitentiary, better known as 
Angola. It came from a man she had 
met during her 10 years visiting the 
prison as a spiritual adviser to those on 
death row. Nicknamed “Reverend Joe,” 
he did not face execution, but like most 
of Angola’s residents, nonetheless con-
fronted the prospect of dying in prison. 
“He usually calls me wanting to talk 
about scripture,” McCrary told me over 
the phone from New Orleans. “He’ll 
want to make sure he’s got the right 
interpretation.” But on Sunday night, he 
was calling because he was anxious. 
Convicted of murder in Shreveport in 
the early 1960s, Reverend Joe was one 
of hundreds of Louisiana prisoners anx-
iously awaiting the decision in Mont-
gomery, which would determine wheth-
er an earlier Supreme Court ban on 
mandatory life without parole for juve-
niles should apply retroactively to peo-
ple like him. In 2012, in Miller v. Ala-
bama, the justices had declared such 
sentences unconstitutional for people 
who committed their crimes when they 
were younger than 18. But Louisiana, 
among other states, refused to apply the 
ruling to people already behind bars. A 
different Angola prisoner, Henry Mont-
gomery, appealed his sentence all the 
way to the Supreme Court. Following 
oral arguments held last fall, it would be 
up to the justices to tell Louisiana 
whether or not it was breaking the law 
by forcing people like Montgomery and 
Reverend Joe to keep serving a sentence 
the Court had previously declared un-
constitutional. 
When he called McCrary, Reverend Joe 
had no idea that the Court would be 

(Continued on page 21) 
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What’s The News!What’s The News!What’s The News!   
ruling the very next day. Nor were his 
hopes vested solely in Montgomery — 
he was seeking other avenues to chal-
lenge his sentence. But if the justices 
were to rule in his favor, McCrary said, 
“that’s when he would know for sure” 
he had a shot at release. After a life 
spent in prison, for the first time Rever-
end Joe could catch a glimpse of free-
dom. And it scared him. 
“Reverend Joe is well-respected at An-

gola,” McCrary explained. “He has 
community there.” Now in his 70s, he is 
active in the prison’s many religious 
activities and he works as a trustee, 
bringing food to death row visitors like 
McCrary. Outside the prison gates, 
however, he knows almost no one. 
While he has family in Louisiana and 
Texas, McCrary believes he has not 
been in touch with them for 50 years. 
In addition to the obvious challenges of 
finding a home or a job, the question of 
health care will be serious and immedi-
ate for a man his age. For McCrary, 
who along with a community of activ-
ists in New Orleans took in Louisiana 
exoneree Glenn Ford after his release in 
2014, caring for him before he died of 
cancer last June, the challenges that 

accompany the victory in Montgomery 
are familiar. 
“Folks are really celebrating now,” she 
said on Monday, “but there’s also lots 
of concern.” For those who get out after 
decades behind bars, “What’s it going 
to be like in the free world?” 
SUCH A QUESTION might feel prem-
ature to those who followed the long 
road to Montgomery. After all, it took 
three-and-a-half years and much litiga-
tion for the Supreme Court to force the 
states to apply Miller retroactively. 

Even now, the Montgomery ruling is no 
guarantee for release. “Today’s decision 
simply provides an opportunity for re-
view,” Mark Plaisance, the Louisiana 
attorney who argued the case before the 
Court last fall, reminded reporters on 
Monday. The ruling is “just the first 
step in a long process for Mr. Mont-
gomery.” 
At 69, Henry Montgomery does not 
have the luxury of time. Yet he is 
among the lucky ones — at least he has 
representation. For other prisoners, 
finding a lawyer to challenge their con-
tinued incarceration is the first in a 
daunting series of hurdles. According to 
McCrary, word at Angola is that local 
attorneys will soon be visiting the pris-
on to instruct “offender counsel substi-
tutes” — jailhouse lawyers — on how 
to begin filing petitions on behalf of 

fellow inmates. But juvenile lifers must 
also wait for the state to decide on the 
legal venue for such a challenge. Then, 
ultimately, they must convince the 
state’s chosen decision-makers that they 
are worthy of early release. 
From state to state, the question of who 
will make these decisions is still up in 
the air. After Miller, several states 
simply abolished juvenile life without 
parole, restoring parole eligibility or 
imposing lesser determinate sentences 
on those already imprisoned. Other 

states opted for resentencing hearings, 
putting individual prisoners’ fates in the 
hands of a judge. For those recalcitrant 
states that refused to do either, Justice 
Kennedy sought to provide reassurance 
in Montgomery that the 6-3 ruling 
“does not require States to re-litigate 
sentences, let alone convictions, in eve-
ry case where a juvenile offender re-
ceived mandatory life without parole.” 
Instead, he suggested, writing for the 
majority, states can give a chance for 
such prisoners “to be considered for 
parole.” 
In New Orleans, the Louisiana Center 
for Children’s Rights was quick to em-
brace this suggestion. The state “has a 
choice to make,” the legal nonprofit 
explained on its website following 

(Continued from page 20) 
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Photo by: Richard Ross, Orleans Parish Prison in New Orleans currently houses about 23 juvenile boys. 
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Monday’s ruling. It can offer prisoners 
“costly, lengthy, substantive hearings” 
to the tune of $3 million to fund the first 
year of defense attorneys alone, accord-
ing to an estimate by the Louisiana Pub-
lic Defender Board. Or it can grant juve-
nile lifers some shot at release by allow-
ing them to go before a parole board — 
an option the group’s director argues 
saves money, preserves public safety 
(“by ensuring that nobody is released 
without review”), and is “fairer for vic-
tims, because it will mean that they do 
not have to go through the difficulties of 
a new court hearing.” 
For lifers in Louisiana, the prospect of 
going before a parole board is practical-
ly unthinkable — a dream come true. 
Unlike in other states that retain as a 
sentencing option life with the possibil-
ity of parole, until very recently, all life 
sentences in Louisiana were death-in-
prison sentences. This has begun to 
change: In 2012, following a campaign 
by the American Civil Liberties Union 
and others, Gov. Bobby Jindal signed 
legislation to grant parole eligibility to 
lifers convicted of certain nonviolent 
crimes. 
Still, as in most states, winning parole in 
Louisiana is exceedingly difficult. Last 
summer, following a thorough review of 
the state of parole across the country, 
the Marshall Project found parole 
boards nationwide to be secretive, driv-
en by politics, and “vested with almost 
unlimited discretion to make decisions 
on almost any basis. Hearsay, rumor and 
instinct are all fair game.” 
Louisiana is no exception — although 
modest reforms have recently sought to 
make parole decisions more informed 
and less arbitrary. Nevertheless, the 
odds are stacked against prisoners. Both 
prosecutors and crime victims play a 
role in parole hearings, and eligible pris-
oners do not even meet with board 
members in person, but rather by vide-
oconference. And, perhaps most im-

portantly, decisions often come down to 
“the nature of the crime” rather than any 
proof of rehabilitation — the one thing a 
prisoner cannot change, even if he or 
she has. 
Yet, such a venue is still a better option 
than what Louisiana lifers have relied 
upon to date: seeking mercy in a state so 
famous for its high incarceration rate it 
has been dubbed the prison capital of 
the world. Among those who did not 
live to see the ruling in Montgomery 
this week was a man named Robert 
Howard, sent to Angola as a teenager in 
1967, and known to many for his writ-
ing and counseling to youth. A Face-
book page created by one of his sup-
porters tracks years of denied clemency 
requests dating back to the 1970s. Some 
years, board members recommended 
commutations only to see them denied 
by the governor. Most recently, in 
March 2015, Gov. Jindal denied a unan-
imous clemency request for Howard by 
the Board of Pardons and Parole. Soon 
after that, Howard was diagnosed with 
liver cancer. In August, he died at the 
prison hospice at Angola. 
AS LAWYERS AND SCHOLARS 
continue to parse the ruling in Mont-
gomery, the broader implications are yet 
to be seen. For now, although it contin-
ues to chip away at the harshest sentenc-
es for youth, with Montgomery, the 
Supreme Court has decided once more 
to preserve the option of juvenile life 
without parole, meaning that defendants 
will continue to be sent to die behind 
bars for crimes they committed as chil-
dren. There is good reason to think such 
sentences will be rare — existing data 
after Miller shows a large drop in new 
sentences of life without parole for juve-
nile crimes across the country. And 
some legal experts have interpreted 
Montgomery to mean that a prosecutor 
pursuing such a punishment will now 
have to somehow “prove to a judge that 
a particular youth is beyond saving as a 
reformed person” — a dubious proposi-
tion that should be burdensome in theo-
ry. 

Yet, it is not hard to imagine that in 
such cases, the “nature of the crime” 
will continue to have the final say. After 
all, even as it seeks to narrow life with-
out parole sentences for youth offend-
ers, Montgomery keeps intact the same 
assumption that set the stage for them in 
the first place. “Miller drew a line be-
tween children whose crimes reflect 
transient immaturity and those rare chil-
dren whose crimes reflect irreparable 
corruption,” Kennedy wrote in Mont-
gomery. It remains possible that a court 
“might encounter the rare juvenile of-
fender who exhibits such irretrievable 
depravity that rehabilitation is impossi-
ble and life without parole is justified.” 
It was this image of irredeemably bad 
youth — applied along starkly racist 
lines — that created the super-predator 
myth, fueling the very sentences states 
are now being forced to reconsider. Af-
ter all, while it may be easy to accept 
that, as an old man, Henry Montgomery 
is not the same person he was in 1963, it 
is difficult to imagine such sober per-
spective governing the fate of a 17-year-
old who today committed the same 
crime — the fatal shooting of a police 
officer. These are the very crimes for 
which mandatory sentencing was in-
vented — and for which parole will be 
routinely denied. 
It is this enduring idea — that a crime 
tells us everything we need to know 
about the person who committed it — 
that must be overcome, by parole 
boards, by judges, and by the legions 
of people who now claim the broader 
mantle of criminal justice reform. The 
Supreme Court has taken another im-
portant step in recognizing that people 
in prison can change. It is up to the 
states to give juvenile lifers a meaning-
ful chance to go home — before prison 
becomes the only home they know. 
Article from: https://theintercept.com/2016/01/26/
montgomery-v-louisiana-supreme-court-gives-
new-hope-to-juvenile-lifers-will-states-deliver/ 

______________________________ 
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 The Unfinished and Unedited Memoir of Sharon Wiggins 
  There is a saying, when one door closes, another one opens.  Today, a door to my past opened, and I was thrown back into my past.  I passed an open cellar door, a door I hadn’t seen open in years.  I could feel a warm breeze pass across my face and the smell of damp concrete.   I was transported back in time.  Standing with my towel and soap waiting for my shower.  Feeling appre-hensive and anxious, not knowing what to expect from the voices I could hear coming from below.  I was thinking to myself, what, or if I had to be exposed.  Feeling afraid, and ashamed of be being exposed physi-cally and emotionally in front of strangers.  I wanted to be back in solitary confinement, on death row (at least there, I could be alone with my fears).  I didn’t have to worry about others seeing me.   Today a door opened that I have been forced to relive.  I have fought so hard to let it die.  It’s like visiting a grave and seeing your name carved into your tombstone.  It is mourning for all the mistakes and missed opportunities.  Un-derstanding that time can never be made up.  It is acknowledging that you have been marching in one place.  It’s understanding the paradox.  It’s knowing that your life has been like that of “Sisyphus,” pushing a heavy stone to the top of a hill and just when you’ve reached the top,  you lose your grip (on the rock), and it falls back to the bottom.  The one thing that I have not lost is “the desire to never give up.”   Years ago, I walked into a bank a young kid, I walked out a murderer.   Naked and exposed (for the first time in my life) around strangers who were at least a dec-ade older than myself, I try to act the part.     “You alright Peachie?” one lady asks as she scrubs her thighs.   “Yeah” I force myself to respond.  I looked around at all the nakedness and wondered, will the rest of my life be so exposed?   Later that evening, we’re gathered in a common room.  The matron is sitting off to the side and a few of us are at a table.  I know one girl. Joe Dog, a friend of mine I left from the free world years ago.  Others I had seen from time to time when they would sneak in a “Hi” here and there.  Talking to death row inmates was prohibited.  I was the only inmate on death row.  The television is on and I haven’t watched television in years, from being on the row.  We were permitted to read bibles on the row.    

(Continued on page 24) 

Advocate for female prisoners, Ellen Melchiondo, stands in front of por-
trait of Sharon Wiggins; portrait by Mary DeWitt who has painted 
(on sheets of glass) and displayed the faces of women serving 
life sentences through out Pennsylvania. 
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In Memory of Sharon ‘Peachie’ Wiggins February 15,1951—March 24, 2013 
(Sentenced to LIFE in prison at age seventeen) 
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 Joe Dog whispered to me, “We can’t touch the television only the matron can.”    “So we gotta watch what she watches?”  I went to challenge her whisper and was cut off by the looks in the ladies eyes as the matron stood up.    Everyone stood to attention.  First silence, then a recital.     “Our Father, who art in heaven, hollowed by thy name,” my head is down and I’m peeking around and asking myself, “What is this?”     I can’t identify the feeling and it would be years before I understood why I felt so fearful of what was hap-pening.  I felt a nudge on my side.  I looked over at Joe and she motioned me to comply with the prayer.  Instead, I just moved my lips.  When the prayer was over, the matron ordered the second floor inmates to their cells.  Because there was only one matron to a cottage, I was able to speak.     “What the fuck just happened?”  Joe  hushed me up and the matron returned and locked the rest of us in our rooms. There (alone), I sat down on the bed I would occupy for the rest of my life.  I looked to the corner of the room and there sat a slop jar.  At that moment I was thrown into a time period I had never known before.     I shut my eyes real tight and whispered...”God, when I open my eyes, please let there be a real toilet.”     However, it was all too real.  Yet, surreal so much so that my mind took yet another step back in time.  Back to my first day in Muncy.  All of a sudden I was being driven to a building.  Once inside, I was led to a room where I sat while a women filled out papers.  I knew the papers were about me because she filled in the space for race, she scribbled “colored,”  and since I was the only black there, I knew she was referring to me as a “colored,” which I resented.  You have to understand, I was present at the Dr. Martin Luther King “I Have A Dream” speech so I know the kinds of people who call me colored.  Well, I was black and I wanted that women to know that, as everything else, I wanted the world to know.   Once my admission papers were processed, I was put in a car and driven to another one-story building.  I was escorted to a room all the way in the back of what would be the infirmary.  The woman had me remove all of my clothing and handed me a metal roll-up razor.  What was I supposed to do with this?  I was 18 years old with few hairs except on my head.     “You must shave off your pubic hairs” she tells me.   Looking at me with disgust in her eyes, she takes the razor from my hands, gives it to the nurse who di-rects me to the table to lay down on so she could shave the few hairs I have down there.  She puts Quell in my hair on my head and tells (orders) me not to wash it before 24 hours.     I’m taken to another room all the way on the end of the hall that had a shower and a real toilet.  They lock me in.  Moments later, the door unlocked and a woman with a beard and heavy voice is standing at my door (I can tell she’s an inmate).     “You can’t wear anything you came in here with, only what they give you, and what you are allowed to buy from commissary,” she tells me.  She hands me bras and gym shorts.   “Why are you giving me gym shorts?” I ask her.  She belts out a deep-sounding laugh, “Those are your underwear.  See the buttons on the side?  Those are the color culottes you’ll be given.  Each cottage has a different color.  Your’s will be green.”  

(Continued from page 23) 
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 The bearded woman smiles at me and walks away.  There’s nothing else to do now so I lay down and even-tually fall asleep.  I’m awakened by a female officer shaking me lightly.     “Sharon, you have to get up,” she says. So I do.  I wash my face, brush my teeth, and come to the door where the female officer is accompanied by a male officer.     “Sharon, I hate to have to do this but we have to put these cuffs on you,” she tells me.   I could see the pain in her eyes as she fumbled with my tiny hands and arms.  She was afraid of putting them on too tight and hurting my tiny wrists, yet she couldn’t leave them on too loose or they would fall off my hands.  We drove off of the compound.  The female officer turns to face me in the back of the car,   “You’re not even going to ask where we are taking you?” she asks me.   I respond, “Would it matter if I did?”   They escorted me to the building, and once again I was taken to the far end of the building and locked in.  There were two doors: one wooden and one made of bars.  She removed the handcuffs and locked the bar door.  She left the wooden one open.  Both officers were replaced by a woman who sat in front of my door, knitting.  I viewed my surroundings.  A bed, a toilet, a sink, and a small table with a Bible on it.  I laid down and could hear voices.  I could tell they were inmates and they were talking about me.     “Yeah, they think they slick.  They done moved all of us upstairs to keep us away from the new girl.”     “They said they will write us up if they catch us talking to her.  They’re treating her that way because she’s on death row.”    “She’s just a kid.”   My mind drifted off to sleep with that realization that I was alone.  The only person on death row, not to be talked to, talked with, or talked at...silence. Silence. Silence.   Morning came and I was given a tray of food.  I wasn’t hungry but I did drink the milk.  The matron looked at my tray.   “You should eat.  The food is very good, you know.  Aren’t you hungry?” she asks me.  Silence....   “You don’t do much talking, do you?” she says.   In my silence, my mind responded, “Now what kinda stupid ass question is that? I’m on death row, I’m totally alone, no one is even allowed to talk to me.  So why would I talk!@#$%  Talk about what?”   A few days later, I am introduced to who would be my counselor, Ms. Josell, and her mother, who were the only two counselors in the prison.  Neither of which knew what they were talking about, and since they did-n’t know, they didn’t talk.  No one knew what do do, what to say, so nothing was done, nothing was said.   A month into my story on death row, I was visited by my mother.     “Peaches everyone loves and misses you.  Connie and all your friends send their love.  Now, I can’t explain everything that is going on, but I’ll tell you this, the NAACP is taking your case and you’re going back to court in a couple of months.  So please don’t worry, ok?” she tells me. 

(Continued from page 24) 

(Continued on page 26) 
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  If she only knew, I wasn’t worried.  If only I knew why I wasn’t worried.  I don’t know if it was denial (I was so far in) about the possibility of the state killing me or what, but my mind just refused any thoughts in that direction whatsoever!  Each time I would try,  it was like a mental wall would shut off all my thoughts, peri-od, until I would promise to go elsewhere in thought.  I did not think about it because I did not want to.  I didn’t think about it because I couldn’t.  There is a saying, when one door ‘   Submitted by: Ellen Melchiondo 

(Continued from page 25) 

 “As individual fingers we can easily be broken, but all together we make a mighty fist”- Sitting Bull  
When a love one is incarcerated, the families automatically make plans for maintaining the relationship and 
nourishing their loves ones across prison walls. It isn’t long, before many families discover that not only 
does the prison system not encourage family relationships but it promotes the dismantling of familial bonds. 
That is why it’s vital to the survival and freedom of our prisoners to fight 
on their behalf.   
One aspect of the Human Rights Coalition (HRC) that drew me in to its 
organization was its mission to empower and organize the families of 
those incarcerated to fight on behalf of their imprisoned love ones.  As a 
community activist and someone personally impacted by this corrupted 
prison system, I felt that HRC’s mission was aligning to my own.  I had my 
first visit to a prison when I was 9 years old. My father was an addict, who 
every few months, would cycled back into prison, then back out, only to 
return again. I’m now 32, and I’m still taking those visits to prisons. Only 
now, I go to see my brother and not my father, who is currently going on 
year 4 of a 15 year sentence.   
As a sister to an incarcerated person, and as an activist to this cause, I 
beckon all to join the Human Rights Coalition. Not only will family mem-
bers become an advocate, but they will also join, support and organize 
with other family members of those incarcerated towards prison advoca-
cy.  Our incarcerated loved ones must also encourage their families to 
pick up the cause—aside from yourself, your love one is the best advocate 
for you and your fight. We strengthen our families through support! 
Join the Human Rights Coalition! 
Iresha Picot 

Comrades  -  Tell your 
loved ones to volunteer, email 

HRC at: 
 Info@Hrcoalition.org  

or write to: 
Human Rights Coalition 
4134 Lancaster Avenue 
Philadelphia, PA 19104 

Help Us Help You!  
Families - JOIN and/

or Volunteer ! 
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SALUTE HRC FED UP!  THIS CORRESPONDNCE IS TO NOTIFY YOU AND INFORM YOU OF THE IMPROPER(AND PERHAPS CRIMINAL) CON-DUCT SPECIFICALLY, I AM COMPLAINING ABOU RESTRICTED HOUSING UNIT (RHU) CRAVEN, WHITE SUPREMACIST AFFIL-IATED GUARDS ATTEMPTING TO MURDER PRISONER MR. MILLER, #EC 6130. NOW, I DO NOT KNOW THIS GENTLE-MEN PERSONALLY OR THE INNER DYNAMICS OF HIS SITUA-TION. ALL I KNOW IS HE AND ANOTHER PRISONER WERE INVOLVED IN A PHYSICAL ALTERCATION WITH SOME OF THE GUARDS. ONLY ONE (MR. MILLER #EC 30)  IS ON THE POD I'M ON. SO I ONLY WITNESS HIM BEING BROUGHT ON THE BENT OVER SO NO ONE COULD SEE THE BLOOD COME FROM THE OPEN WOUND ON HIS FACE/HEAD.   ANYWAY, I WAS HOPING YOU CALL SUPERINTENDENT GIL-MORE BECAUSE THEY HAVEN'T GIVEN MR. MILLER ONE FOOD TRAY SINCE HE HAS BEEN ON POD. PLEASE DON'T ACCEPT THEIR LIES. I HAVE NO REASON TO LIE TO YOU- I MEAN, I DON'T EVEN KNOW THE BROTHER. BUT IT'S TRIG-GERING MY PSYCHOSIS. PLEASE CALL.  
Please continue to read >>   DEAR SIR/MA'AM  IM WRITING TO YOU IN CONCERN OF THE INJUSTICES BE-ING DONE TO A FELLOW PRISONER HERE AT SCI GREENE. MR. WILL MILLER #EC-6130 IS CURRENTLY IN THE RESTRICT-ED HOUSING UNIT IN A CELL NOT FAR FROM MY CELL.  HE HASNT EATEN, SHOWERED OR RECEIVED ANY MEDICAL ATTENTION IN 9 DAYS SO FAR. MR. MILLER LOOKS LIKE HE HAS A BROKEN NOSE AND JAW. MR. MILLER WAS HAND CUFFED AND ASSULTED BY SEVERAL OFFICERS AFTER BEING FORCED TO DEFEND HIMSELF AFTER BEING GRIPPED UP BY THE NECK BY 2-10 PM SHIFT OFFICER ANGEL. OFFICER AN-GEL WAS HARASSING MR. MILLER AND ANOTHER PRISONER THE WHOLE TIME THEY WHERE EXCERSIZING IN THE RE-CRATION YARD.  MR. MILLER AND THE OTHER PRISONER COMPLAINED TO THE SUPERVISING OFFICER ON THAT WATCH SARGENT GERVIN ABOUT THE HARASSMENT. NOTHING WAS DONE BY THIS SARGENT. OFFICER ANGEL DIDN'T LIKE THE FACT MR.MILLER AND THE OTHER PRISONER REPORTED HIM AND ORDERED MR. MILLER AND THE OTHER PRISONER TO LEAVE THE RECREATION YARD. BOTH MR.MILLER AND THE 

OTHER PRISONER COMPLIED AND STARTED TO LEAVE THE YARD. OFFICER ANGEL DIDN'T LIKE HOW FAST BOTH MEN WHERE WALKING AND DECIDED HE WOULD GRIP MR. MIL-LER, SO MR. MILLER DEFNDED HIMSELF AND OF COURSE MR. MILLER GOT THE BEST OF OFFICER ANGEL.  ONCE THEY SUBDUED MR. MILLER AND THE OTHER PRISONER (WHO'S NAME I DON'T KNOW) THE WHOLE 2-10P.M. SHIFT OFFIC-ERS TOOK TURNS BEATING AND STOMPING MR. MILLER THEN THREW HIM IN HIS CURRENT CELL F-B UNIT 1 CELL.   I ASK SINCERLY TO DO SOMETHING TO HELP THIS MAN BE-FORE HE DIES AT THE HANDS OF THE WICKED OFFICERS HERE AT SCI GREENE.   
Please continue to read >>  TO HUMAN RIGHTS COALITION,  I AM WRITING BECAUSE IT'S A INMATE HERE (MILLER EC6130) WHO IS BEING DENIED FOOD. HE IS NOT RECEIV-ING ANY MEAL. SO FAR IT'S BEEN FOUR MEALS THAT I WIT-NESS. HE HAVENT BEEN GIVING ANY SHEETS, TOWELS, PIL-LOW CASE, MATTRESS OR ANYTHING FOR THAT MATTER.   I WILL TRULY APPRECIATE IF THIS MATTER IS LOOK INTO.   THANK YOU VERY MUCH FOR YOUR TIME AND CONCERN.   IM SCARED THAT HE MIGHT DIE IN THAT CELL IF HE DONT GET ANY ATTENTION AND SOON.  
Please continue to read >>  1/13/16 
Dear Human Rights Coalition, 
 
I am writing in response of your letter dated Dec. 19th. I 
can’t even begin to tell you how appreciative I am of 
you contacting me. It means a lot. I’ve never experi-
enced any of what I experienced, before. So fighting 
this battle by myself was nerve racking. Still it is com-
pletely new to me, all of this, and I am desperately in 
need of your help. I wouldn’t even know where to start 
trying to explain everything I’ve been through since the 
date of your letter. But I have prepared an account to 
what took place. 
 

(Continued on page 28) 
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say what ? . . . speak up! / writings of multiplicity say what ? . . . speak up! / writings of multiplicity   

On the afternoon of November 15th, 2015 I was severely 
beaten by the guards here at SCI-Greene. I was in-
volved in a staff altercation that began by me coming to 
the aid of a friend. While laying on the ground I was 
placed in an unauthorized choke hold! I told the officer 
I couldn’t breathe and he responded by saying, “I don’t 
give a fuck!!” Shortly after that I went unconscious. I 
awoke to the strong smell of a chemical agent, what I 
now know to be pepper-spray sprayed in my face. 
 
My face felt like it was on fire. I awoke to the threats of 
Sgt. Juarez calling me names and mashing face in the 
ground. At this time I am handcuffed, compliant and 
laying face down on the ground. I am then lifted and 
made to walk to backwards with a hand on my neck, 
hunching me over. I am basically blind at this point. 
Thee pepper spray is in full effect. I am then backed 
through about 2 doors when suddenly I am being 
punched, kicked, kneed, my face slammed into the 
floor . . . etc.  I am then taken into a triage room in 
which my face is badly damaged at this point. A nurse 
walks in (I can see a little out of my left eye) with a 
camera in his hand. The Lieutenant whispers some-
thing in the nurse’s ear and then the nurse disappears, 
then they slam me back to the floor, face first, kicking 
and beating me. I was then thrown into a cell where I 
was continuously retaliated against. The beating was a 
nightmare! There are pictures to the injuries of my 
face. The pictures tell the story. I want this to be made 
public what happened to me. 
  
There’s madness happening inside this prison, some-
one is going to die if this continues. My eye was severe-
ly damaged in the incident, my right eye. I had a de-
tached retina when I was 13 and the guards damaged it 
again. You’ll see in the pictures. I also placed a griev-
ance into the prison grievance system asking for puni-
tive damages, compensation and a separation to all of 
the officers involved in the incident. Sgt. Juarez, Lieu-
tenant Mc Claire, Officers Dillard, Collins, Angel, 
Churney. I’m also asking for an immediate transfer. 
The prison is very aware of what happened. Now what’s 
taking place is the cover up. I am also being denied ac-
cess to use the abuse hotline to report my abuse. They 
want to silence me. I will provide any documentation 

you need. I can’t use the phone because I have a year in 
the hole. But a visit would be perfect. My goal ultimate-
ly is to sue the prison. But I’ll need help, never filed a 
lawsuit before. I need a civil lawyer. Someone! Can you 
help?  
I also should note that I am a former capital case as 
well. Released into population 6/13/14. 
 
Looking forward to hearing from you. 
 
From the Editor: I call this torture. I call this abuse. 
Mr. Miller is lucky to be alive! We should put ourselves 
on the front line for humanity, because the next time it 
could be you. If anyone can help Mr. Miller, in any 
capacity (referral, lawyer, how to file a law suite) 
please contact him at: 
 
Kenneth Miller #EC-6130 
SCI-Greene 
175 Progress Drive 
Waynesburg, PA 15370 

(Continued from page 27) 

 By Harriet A. 
Washington  

  Gives us an abun-
dance of  information 
on scientific racism 
and covers a wide 

range of topics—the 
history of hospitals not 
charging black patients 

so that, after death, 
their bodies could be 

used for anatomy clas-
ses; the exhaustive 

research done on black 
prisoners throughout 
the 20th century—and 
paints a powerful and 
disturbing portrait of 

medicine, race, sex and 
the abuse of power.  

Used Paper-
back: $15.00        
Amazon.com 

Read! 
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Sudoku is easy to play and the 
rules are simple. Fill in the blanks 
so that each row, each column, and 
each of the nine 3x3 grids contain 
one instance of each of the num-
bers 1 through 9.  
See page 10 for answers. 

Sudoku #11 (Hard) 

 

Happy Birthday to 
Shakaboona!!! 
Laughing and acting goofy. This is 
what family is about. One love, 
Y’all.  Great visit—Laughter goes a 
long, long, way. 
 

Left to right: Nephew (Curt), Shakaboona, and 
Sister (Patty) 
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W hen love know no distance.   W hen love know no time.    T he heart travels past human abili-ties, disregarding obstacles that will confront the ones you love.  
  Asofo and Sandra Hill (Ms. Hill is an advocate against LIFE sentences.) 

  The Movement Magazine  You’ve just come upon a dynamic and unique magazine that informs the public and speaks raw truth to power by educating the masses in society on major social issues of the day as it relates to human rights.  While some of the writing is by journalists and professionals, much of the writings printed in THE MOVEMENT magazine are by activists, prisoners, and the families of pris-oners.  We publish four issues of THE MOVEMENT magazine a year and all back issues remain posted on the website  -  hrcoalition.org.  THE MOVEMENT magazine is an independent Voice of the Voiceless. We are unapologetically for human rights and solidly against status quo, racism, poverty, militarism, and the so-called criminal justice system.  We call for building a ‘National Prisoners Human Rights & Abolish Prisons Movement’, as well as forming coalitions with other social movements, throughout the United States to end the injustices of the establishment.  THE MOVEMENT magazine advocates for human rights, justice, equality, freedom, protection of Mother Earth, peace, and total social-political economic transformation of the United States.  We especially encourage families of prisoners and prisoners (particularly women prisoners) to submit their writings of stories and experiences that critically examine the so-called Criminal Justice System (i.e., police, DA’s Office, Public Defenders Of-fice, courts, Parole Board, Dept. of Corrections, for-profit private prison corporations, and lobby groups) to THE MOVEMENT magazine.  Each issue of THE MOVEMENT magazine focuses on the Criminal Justice System, racism and poverty as human rights issues and what people can do to bring about change.  Additional poems, art, political satire cartoons, announcements, and more are included.  Unsolicited writings and graphics are accepted and welcomed.  We won’t guarantee printing but we’d like to see your work.  If you want your work or photos returned to you, then include a self-addressed  stamped envelope.  This and other correspondence should be sent via regular mail to:  Human  Rights Coalition, Attention: Newsletter Committee,4134 Lancaster Avenue, Philadelphia, PA  19104 
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If any prisoner, family member, or community activist would like to submit an article that is critical of the 
state and county prison systems, courts, D.A. offices, police, capitalist corporate America, and the government, 
just forward your article to the HRC’s Newsletter Department for possible printing. 

The Babylon System The Babylon System The Babylon System ---   Bab.y.lon -  noun,  Etymology: Babylon, ancient city of Babylonia, 14th century, a city 
devoted to materialism and sensual pleasure, many liken Babylon to the United States, see 
Revelations 17-18.  

 Playing with (Lady) Justice: Another World 
is Possible?  
By: Mecke Nagel 
 
South African philosopher Mogobe Ramose says that Westerners have the strange habit of “being in time,” in oth-
er words, of being ruled by time; Africans, by contrast, used to “make time.” Prisoners are told and have internal-
ized the punitive aspect of “doing time.” Nowhere else does one “do time;” and yet, calendars are forbidden in 
prison (in the U.S.). So, the punishment, even if it lasts a few days, feels eternal; it feels even worse when commit-
ted to the “box” (solitary confinement). 

 
As a penal abolitionist, I am committed to undo such torturous practice. Furthermore, the modern prison 

regime has done little in the past 200 years to redeem itself. Instead, as poet Oscar Wilde (1896) documents pow-
erfully his own prison experience, it contributes to spirit murder and dehumanization of all, especially the vulner-
able ones: 
 

For they starve the little frightened child  
Till it weeps both night and day: 
And they scourge the weak, and flog the fool, 
And gibe the old and gray, 
And some grow mad, and all grow bad, 
And none a word may say. (Wilde, 1896) 

 
Ramose claims that the Zulu concept of Ubuntu pulsates through all of African philosophy. It is based on a prov-
erb “umuntu ngumuntu ngabantu.” The translation is only approximate: One is only human through other hu-
mans. According to Ramose,  
 

[T]he English language does not exhaust the meaning of this maxim or aphorism, it may none-
theless be construed to mean that to be a human be-ing is to affirm one’s humanity by recogniz-
ing the humanity of others and, on that basis, establish humane relations with them. Ubuntu un-
derstood as be-ing human (human-ness): a humane respectful, and polite attitude towards others 
constitutes the core meaning of this aphorism. (2003, p. 231) 

 
Where does the prison experiment in an Ubuntu ethic fit in? Well, very badly, indeed. Prison is precisely the loca-
tion where one ruptures interrelatedness in being with others. Stripped of personal goods and personhood, a pris-
oner becomes a number (which may incorporate his or her date of entry) and loses bodily integrity. His hair may 
be cut against his wishes. Her body is violated through strip searches. And everybody is issued uniforms, which 
include badly fitting bras for women. Trans women are put in male prisons and lose their right to hormone thera-
py. Shackles on joints (hands and feet) hamper movement, which is especially dangerous for pregnant prisoners 

(Continued on page 32) 
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and those with disabilities—one has become chattel, a good to be moved around at will, tampered with; a human 
has been reduced to being property of the state. Even those prison regimes that treat the incarcerated humanely 
are unable to reconstitute an Ubuntu ethic. Once a person is cordoned off, put into a uniform, etc., she loses the 
right to dignity. Philip Zimbardo’s study, the Stanford prison experiment (1971), makes it very clear that the guar-
antors of dignity, the guards, assume an authoritarian stance that becomes excessive (sadistic, etc.). Zimbardo re-
cently said in a radio interview that putting a person into a uniform transforms him into a monster. A Malian pris-
on warden proudly told me that I wouldn’t be able to distinguish prisoners from guards, because nobody wears a 
uniform. He explained that it is his mark on humanizing the prison. His prison was built by the French colonial 
power in the middle of the capital Bamako, as a sign of terror and keeping the population in check.  

African critics of the prison understand very well that the prison was an invention of colonial powers. It 
had nothing to do with a benign ideology of reforming the wayward people. As Ngugi wa Th’iongo writes in his nov-
el Petals of Blood, the white man came to the village to build a church and a police station. Decolonizing the mind 
means to understand the ideological connections between the colonial religion and the jailhouse. Christian religion 
obfuscated the colonial project of land grabbing and social control by preaching love and acceptance of the Osu (cf. 
Achebe’s description of an outcast people in Things Fall Apart).  
 I argue that the prison devolution or decarceration movement will arise most urgently from the African conti-
nent. Africans can still remember the power of traditional reconciliation, which did not rely on social death. Exile 
was an extreme form of punishment as was the death penalty. Of course, I need to mention that South Africa has 
now caught up with the U.S. by allowing U.S. corporations to set up private prisons, including massive youth pris-
ons. And overcrowding is a serious issue in many African countries, as is death by “natural causes”—due to over-
crowding and unsanitary conditions.  

African courts and police also acknowledge the power of customary law, of indigenous practices based on 
tort law and not incarceration. I mention two examples. Rwanda’s jails were filled to the brim with accused geno-
cidaires after the 100 murderous days where over one million people were killed. Traditional Gacaca courts were 
set up all over the country, and thousands of accused men and women were tried by fellow villagers who did not 
have formal legal training. The goal of the proceedings was reconciliation, not revenge. Only those who had a lead-
ing role in plotting the genocide were committed to the Western juridical system. However, it was an imperfect sys-
tem, as many courts exacted revenge and sentenced the accused Hutus to lifelong sentences in prison, which is akin 
to a death sentence due to overcrowding, lack of food and sanitary conditions (Corey and Joireman, 2004). 

The second case is of course the Truth and Reconciliation Commission of the new South Africa, in short the 
Truth Commission. Its chair, Archbishop Desmond Tutu, extolled the virtue of Ubuntu ethics, reminding all partic-
ipants that their lives are inextricably interconnected and therefore, forgiveness is a key ingredient in moving to-
ward a process of reconciliation. Indeed, his prophetic wish was heard by some participants, surprisingly, involving 
a U.S. couple and African township youth. Five young imprisoned men petitioned successfully the Truth Commis-
sion for granting them amnesty of a political murder, of U.S. white student Amy Biehl. Her parents also met with 
two of the men, who asked the Biehls to adopt them as their sons to take the place of their daughter. This is a fairly 
universal practice of indigenous justice the world over. To atone for a murder, one may be asked by a council of 
elders to move in with the victim’s family. Linda Biehl shared on the occasion of the twentieth anniversary of her 
daughter’s death that she could confidently say that the now adult men have become close friends. In one photo, 
Linda shares sharing a light-hearted moment and hug with Easy Nofemela, one of her sons (http://
www.ocregister.com/articles/biehl-522733-amy-linda.html?page=3). Linda and her husband Peter bought them 
land where they could build their homes and raise their family. The Biehls also set up the Amy Biehl foundation 
and to date over 1800 township kids are in afterschool programs offered by the foundation. It is a shining example 
of transformative justice between people who are not even residing on the same continent, let alone community (cf. 
Davis, 2003).  

I argue that the Amy Biehl legacy is also one of ludic or playful Ubuntu. Why playful? Spiritual or religious 
texts often invoke the metaphor of breaking bread with your former enemy. I would ask that we go a step further 
and imagine playing games with those whom we hurt or who hurt us: a win-win game, of course. Laughing over a 
shared joke is part of that ludic expression of Ubuntu. Forgiveness is but one step towards the lofty goal of reconcil-
iation. But often, it is still fraught with bitterness or resentment. Once we can be in the same space, and even, at the 

(Continued from page 31) 
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site of commemorating the bitter event, as in Linda’s and Easy’s case, to share a smile or laughter, this is the sa-
cred moment of ludic transformation.  

In many central and southern African traditions, such as among the Acholi of Northern Uganda, drinking 
together, victim as victimizer, a potion of a bitter herb (Mato Oput), is another way of moving toward (ludic) Ub-
untu. The past, namely having blood shed, is hurtful and very bitter—hence imbibing bitterness is the gift shared 
to reconcile and letting go of resentment, so that it does not infect the next generation. African “customary law” is 
very keen on looking-forward, not on reviving past grudges. Of course, on the continent, there are several nation-
states that face internal destabilization, often assisted by external actors and neocolonial conditions. But my hope 
is to shine a light on Indigenous, restorative practices that are unnoticed in many countries and are worth study-
ing—especially here, in the prison nation of the world, the U.S. 

What are the processes to move forward to and with a ludic Ubuntu? I define it as a five-stage justice mod-
el inspired by the psychosocial model of grieving by Swiss psychologist Elizabeth Kübler-Ross (http://
www.ekrfoundation.org/five-stages-of-grief/): Denial, anger, bargaining, depression, and acceptance. Of course, it 
doesn’t entail a linear process, and one could perhaps speak of phases or faces of grieving the death of a loved one. 
People victimized through acts of violence (emotional, physical, mental, spiritual) also have to pass through these 
different phases. Mapped upon the idea of ludic (i.e. playful) Ubuntu, the grieving and healing process could be an 
evolving dance of justice, from violent play to peaceful, child’s play: 

 
1. reacting with hate; feeling utter resignation (justice as revenge) 
2. expressing toxic shame, resentment, guilt or fear (debtor’s justice) 
3. expressing moral outrage and sympathy for some (justice or just-us? Plea/bargaining) 
4. transforming rage into conditional forgiveness; empathy (restorative justice) 
5. reconciliation without making demands; laughter (transformative justice)  
 
In fact, I am envisioning a double helix of Ludic Ubuntu, which symbolizes the dynamic interplay of the life-
affirming (Dionysian) and rationalizing (Apollonian) forces. At each level, one is subjected between extremes. 

  

(Continued from page 32) 
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The Double Helix of Ludic Ubuntu: Dionysian and Apollonian Dynamics 
5 - Being One (Dionysus > Apollo) Will to Power, Comedy, Loving what is, Life as interconnected, Harmony Reconcilia on   Child’s Play, Laughter Transforma ve Jus ce   4 –Mercy, Compassion Condi onal forgiveness          Empathy Restora ve Jus ce   3 –Symbolic/moral Outrage (Dionysus= Apollo) Blame game, Pity Manichean Righteousness     Sympathy  Plea/Bargaining  2- Fear, Bad Conscience, resen ment, self-blame, depression, anxiety, Post Trauma c Bi erness  Toxic shame          Guilt Debtor’s Jus ce   1 - Not Being One (Apollo>Dionysus) Will to Nothingness, (Social) Death, Tragedy, Revenge, Rage, Cruelty, Arrogance, Fear Hate         Resigna on, PTSD Vengeful Jus ce 
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I came up with this model in the aftermath of the police murder of the Black teenager Mike Brown in Ferguson 
during Black August 2014. The initial shock of the loss of a beloved son and disbelief over seeing his body in the 
street for over four (!) hours, transformed into many violent and non-violent ludic expressions, protesting raw white 
supremacist state power. From looting stores to marches and prayer meetings, from skillful use of “shooting back” 
with social media photo ops (“hands up, don’t shoot”) to contemplative hip hop music videos and selfies, Black men 
and women continue to voice their justified moral outrage at a criminal injustice system (Broadway Stars, 2014). I 
am not suggesting that Black Americans and those being in solidarity can be at the face four or five at this moment, 
or, really, at any moment of re-living “Black August” historically and into the future. And nobody is to be blamed for 
not attaining a stage of four or five. That is not the point of proposing a ludic Ubuntu.  

The urgency of my proposal is really a plea for going beyond a critique of the current system, which includes 
a modicum of restorative justice and modest ideal of rehabilitation. What does this plea mean? Angela Y. Davis 
(2005) helpfully gave us back the term of “abolition democracy,” coined by W.E.B. duBois a century earlier. Davis 
clarifies that after 1865, all political and economic institutions, in fact, capitalism, too, should be dismantled, in or-
der to birth a new anti-racist society, committed to uphold the democratic bargain for all. In order to achieve such a 
bold dream of transformative justice, prisons must fall as well, and Davis gives a succinct critique of the prison in-
dustrial complex in her earlier work (2003). Many abolitionists are guided by a Marxian Utopieverbot (i.e., a prohi-
bition of mapping out a non-alienated society), which I wish to overcome by proposing a ludic Ubuntu ethic.  
 There may be humble beginnings of finding evidence of such playful recognition of other humans. I am talking 
about the “playground.” In her film, Reject, Ruth Thomas-Suh (2013) chronicles the lives of kindergarten kids who 
navigate beyond social rejection using this mantra, inspired from Vivian Paley’s book: “You can’t say, you can’t 
play.” Of course, we witness exclusion of a Latino boy, Justin, and see a change in his physical demeanor. Yet, when 
the mantra is taught, we see a beautiful transformation of the bullies, who excluded him, and in the boy Justin who 
changes his posture and communicative style into peaceful and boisterous jumps: He exudes one anchor of the 
Lakota Circle of Courage: I belong! I am loved! Here is an image of the Circle of Courage, which expresses such non-
violent playful values: 

  
This virtue ethics model presents human interconnection (Ubuntu) as a primary good. It focuses on sharing, com-
passionate, and loving ways of being with each other and giving space to the contemplative child fostering inde-
pendence; the child is taught to make decisions with others in mind as well as tending to their own dreams and play-
fulness. While the imagery depicts uncritically a romanticized “ethnic look,” of Lakota Indian people, the circle pre-
sents the idea that the four values are all related and not individually prized as intrinsic goods. In fact, I would argue 
that belonging is a primordial good from which all other virtues draw strength from. The autonomous child ideal 
today has been dubbed “the free ranging child” cherished by upper class white families who find themselves sudden-
ly criminalized by Child Protective Services for being out of step with the dominant mode of the “overprotected 
child”. 

(Continued from page 33) 

(Continued on page 19) 

www.reclaiming.com/content/aboutcircleofcourage 
The words Circle of Courage® are trademarked, and 
materials contained in the description of this positive 
youth development model are copyrighted, by Starr 
Global Learning Network.  The model was first de-
scribed in the book Reclaiming Youth at Risk by 
Larry Brendtro, Martin Brokenleg, and Steve Van 
Bockern.  Reclaiming Youth International is the corpo-
rate division of Starr responsible for the administra-
tion of training in the Circle of Courage, e.g., Response 
Ability Pathways (RAP) as well as other Starr pro-
grams. See www.reclaiming.com for further infor-
mation.  Reprinted with permission. 
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The creativity and thoughtfulness of the men at Graterford prison is greatly appreciated.  HRC received this 5 ft. Black Lives Matter banner that was personally signed by everyone on this project.  We sincerely thank you, James Hugh #CB-8782 and friends. We will carry and display it proudly. 


